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\ “John, I think It Is Just dreadful."
| "What Is that, Mary?” Mr. Atkins
laid down his paper with an 111 sup
pressed sigh and turned to his wife,
who was busily sewing on the opposite
side of the table.
! "There you are again, John,” return
ed Mrs. Atkins Impatiently. "Frown
ing like a thunder cloud just because I
dared to Interrupt your reading that
(evening paper. It’s always the same
thing. You have become as settled in
your ways as If you were sixty. Now,
jl think It is dreadful to let ourselves
get that way when we’ve only been
married fifteen years.”
1 “What would you suggest, dear?”
(asked her husband, feeling that the
{only possible hope he had of resuming
ibis paper lay in mild methods. “I have
¡been under the impression that we
¡were rather a model couple.”
“Why, we’ve lost all the romance of
¡life,” retorted his wife. “When we first
met, and even after we were married,
we used to take nice long walks and
drives or go to the theater often. Now
we don’t do anything but sit around in
the evenings, you reading your paper
and I sewing until bedtime. It is not
¡right”
Mr. Atkins did not reply, neither did
ibe resume his paper. His wife’s re
marks had awakened memories of
pleasant days of long ago, y et pleas
ant as those days had been, the present
life suited him better. He loved his
home. To him it was the oasis where
{he could come after a strenuous day in
the desert of business life. The quiet
«moke and the evening paper after
supper, when the children were snug
in bed, were sources of keen enjoy
ment. Being a just man, however, he
{began to consider the other side of the
¡question. His wife had strenuous days,
{too, in the home, yet evenings brought
no change to her, as It did to him. No
¡wonder she yearned for the romance of
former days. She must have some re
lief from the dull monotony of home
{life, and he resolved to see to It.
1 Accordingly the next morning Mr.
Atkins purchased tickets for the night
¡performance at the theater. Mrs. Atjkins just bubbled over with joy at the

ble. "Let'm e slip back, and you sit
on the edge of the seat. That’ll give
us more room.”
This arrangement did fairly well for
a time until Mrs. Atkins, sitting bolt
upright, without any support for her
back, began to feel the effects of her
strained position. Her husband, think
ing only of the days of long ago, placed
his disengaged arm around her waist
to support her, but his wife decidedly
objected.
"It is broad daylight, John,” she de
murred. “What would people think if
they saw us driving ra the park in such
a way? You forget we are old married
people.”
"That’s what I thought you wanted
to forget, Mary,” observed her hus
band, rather relishing the turn affairs
had taken.
“So I do,” returned Mrs. Atkins se
verely, “but you know I never allowed
you to put your arm around me when
any one was present. I think we had
better go home.”
As they turned into the road that led
homeward they noticed a mass of dark
clouds that bad gathered in the west.
Mr. Atkins applied: the whip freely,
but the liveryman had selected a horse
suitable for the use of a middle aged
couple, and all the efforts at fast driv
ing were in vain. The big drops began
to fall,' and then the storm broke in all
Its fury. They were a mile away from
shelter, and Mrs. Atkins would not let
her husband drive beneath the over
hanging branches of a tree for fear of
lightning. The rubber laprobe and the
side and back curtains had been for
gotten by the man who harnessed up
the team. The result was unpleasant.
A limp, disconsolate couple alighted at
the Atkins home Just as the storm
broke and the sun streamed forth
again.
“Mary,” said Mr. Atkins the next
morning at the breakfast table, "we’ve
tried the theater and the driving, but
they didn’t seem to bring as keen en
joyment as they did In years past.
This evening we’ll take a nice, long
walk and see how that works.”
“Indeed we won’t,” declared his wife
stifling a groan as a twinge of rheu
matism made its presence known.
“I’ve had enough, thank you, and, in
future, Intend to conduct myself as a
woman of forty should do. No more
playing I’m young and giddy again for
me.”
“Thank God,” returned Mr. Atkins,
fervently and piously.
“I’m pretty stiff myself from that
ducking I got last night, but I was de
termined to get romantic again if I
could.”
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W. ROYER, M. 9 .,

Practising Physician,
rR A P P E , Pa. Office at his residence» nearly

opposite Masonic HalL

M. Y. WEBER, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs : Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m Keystone’Phone Ho. 17.
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A. KRUSEN, M. I).,

Homeopathic Physician,
OOM iEaEVIIiliE, Pa. Office Hours : XJntil 9
a. m ; 6 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’phone, No. 5;
Bell, 30x. Other office hours by appointment.
All kinds of X -Ray work and electrical treat
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.
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B . H O R N IN G , M. D .,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBUKG, Pa. -:- Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 0 a. m.
J

H . I I A M E R , M . O .,

Homeopathic Physician.
COLIiEQEYIIiLE, P A.. Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special {Attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

JJARVEY )L. SHORO,

Attorney-at-Law,
321 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both’Phones.

pyERBERT IJ. MOORE,

Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
305 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
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AYS'E R. LONGSTRETH

Attorney-at-Law,

And Notary Public, a: No. 712 Orozer Build
ing^ 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also, member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JOSEPH S. KRATZ,

Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
; ^
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
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L. EVANS,

A True Ghost Story.

A lady I met in Ireland related the
following facts to me Just as they oc
curred. She was staying at a house
near Bardon, County Cork. One even
ing she was walking up the long car
riage drive to the house—it was bright
moonlight and nearly as light as day—
when she saw a tall figure coming
down the narrow footpath beside the
“drive” toward her. On coming closer
she saw it was a man dressed all in
black, wearing a tall silk hat, and she
wondered who it could be. His head
was bent forward so that the face was
in shadow, but as they came close to
each other he raised his bead and look
ed at her and showed the most horrible
face imaginable. With a gasp of ter
ror, she stepped off the path, and at
the same moment he did the same and,
putting out a clawlike hand, touched
her arm, and as she shrieked out in
fear he completely vanished. She did
not see him go, but he dissolved like
mist. His face was not like that of a
human being, and the horror of it was
quite indescribable. Her arm that the
specter touched was paralyzed and re
mained so for two weeks after. This
8HE C i r a s TO HUB HUSBAND'S ABU AS apparition had been seen by other peo
THEY WALKED DOWN THE STBSET.
ple, but only at a distance, and but
¡prospect and became quite girlish as few believed the stories current about
¡she prepared for the unusual occasion. the place being “haunted.”—Occult Re
{She clung to her husband’s arm as they view.
[walked down the street and nestled
{close to him in the car. The fifteen
The Greek Die.
years of married life were forgotten.
The gold or silver blank, carefully
{The four little Atkinses, slumbering
[peacefully at home, faded away for the weighed and roughly forged, was heat
¡first time In their short lives from ed to redness and laid by tongs on the
¡their mother’s thoughts. Once again die. The top was then adjusted and
¡was was a blushing girl seated by her the impression made by mighty blows
with a smith’s hammer. As no collar
¡lover’s side.
| The first act of the play was finished, was used and all register neglected,
and Mrs. Atkins still dreamed. Then the shape, but not the weight, of each
|a horrible thought forced itself upon coin varied. Parts of the device were
her. In her hurry to dress she had for often lost. Sometimes the edge of the
gotten to give Tommy his medicine. metal cracked, and very frequently the
[The boy had been sick, and the doctor Impression doubled. Later on a hinged
[had told her on no account to fall to adjustment of the dies was used. Greek
¡give the usual dose at night. This was dies were not made of steel, but of
[enough. A crowd of thoughts of house hardened bronze. They soon wore and
hold cares surged upon her mind. Was needed continual restoration and deep
little Mary covered up or had she ening. The die sculptors were there
[thrown her covers off and the careless fore constantly at work on them. Care
nurse failed to replace them? Had ful examinations shows that the dies
she placed the dongh In a warm spot were mostly cut with a wheel, like
so that it would be light enough in the gems, not with graving tools. This re
morning to bake? Had the butcher touching of the matrices explains the
¡brought the meat for breakfast and the numerous minute variations in dupli
grocer sent the coffee? She could not cates of the same coins. Very few are
remember anything pertaining to her found exactly alike. On the other
home; she had been so flurried in pre hand, it must not be supposed that
these exquisite works of qrt are al
paring for the theater.
. Romance fled for the time being at ways much defaced. The hoarding in
least Mrs. Atkins became once more stinct has concealed many that had
:the mother and the housewife. Upon just left the mint and that preserve all
the plea of a headache she whispered their pristine exquisite sharpness. One
her wish to return home, and her hus of the loveliest of the Syracusan coins
band, weary of the play and hungry was found under some lava in Sicily
for his cigar and a glance at the even- as perfect as on the day It was struck.
ling paper, willingly accompanied her.
The following afternoon, in pursu
Other Use« For Teeth.
ance of his plan, Mr. Atkins hired a
The teeth, says the Medical Fort
horse and buggy to take his wife out nightly, are said to have a higher of
¡for a drive. Mrs. Atkins, having been fice than that commonly assigned to
previously advised of the arrangement, them—namely, that of merely crushing
had so provided for her household du or masticating the food. They are to
ties and the care of the children that be regarded as endowed with a tactile
¡no perturbation of mind could possi sense, a discriminating faculty corre
bly arise on those scores. With a sponding to that possessed by the mus
¡buoyant heart she got Into the bug- cles and nerves of the eye and ear.
&y and they drove to the park. Mrs. They have an extreme delicacy of dis
Atkins felt that nothing could possibly cernment both as to whether the ob
mar the enjoyment of this occasion, jects comminuted be suitable as food
¡but she again reckoned without her
host. Time, those fifteen years, ha/ or such as will irritate the delicate lin
changed her from a slender girl to < ing of the digestive passages. They
speedily detect the smallest particle of
rather stout woman, and John had like cinder that has found its way into a
wise developed Into a very corpulent freshly baked biscuit.
person.
The seat of the buggy was too small
Universal Experience.
for the full enjoyment of the trip. In
The distinguished citizen had return"
deed, It soon became simply torture to ed from a trip abroad.
Mrs. Atkins as they jolted over some
“Did the old world give you the glad
rough places.
hand?” they asked him.
“John, I can’t stand this any longer,”
“Oh, yes,” he said, “or, rather, it
«he groaned as the buggy went over a gave me the expectant hand. It wasn’t
bowlder lying in the road on her hus the glad hand until I had put the tip
band's side, and his weight pressed her into it.”—Chicago Tribune.
»gainst the side bar of the vehicle so
forcibly that she felt sure her hip was
In Dresden 800 years ago “epicures”
dislocated.
used to eat Venetian oysters that had
“It’s pretty rough,” assented Mr. At- been on the way three weeks.
Uus. who was, euualiv as uncomforta

Attorney-at-Law,
323 SWEDE STREET,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

JOHN S. HUNSK KER,

Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.

A RTHER G. ASH,

Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TRAPPÊ, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.
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Q R . FRANK BRANRRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

jQR. S. D. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
OOLLEGEYILL E, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 40„

jr^R. B. F. PEACE,

Dentist,
COR. MAIN AND DuKALB STREETS
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rooms 803 and 805. - Entrance, Mata Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.
IT REQUIRES AN AC
CURATE KNOWLEDGE OF
^REFRACTION and the laws
|p S o f optics to determine and eor“ Ijgk’ect faults of. eyesight. The
__
benefit of my special training
and practice covering a quarter of a century are
a t your service.

A« B. PARKER, OptJciau,
210 De k a l b s t r e e t ,

n o r r is t o w n .

F.f. Sctaen’s
13025674
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
ana tobacco
on hand.
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G. LUTZ,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
37* HIGH STREET, : POTTSTOWN, PA.
Repairing, scouring, cleaning and pressing
done a t short notice.
Reference—Hill School, Pottstown.
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». POIiEY,

Contractor and Builder,
TKAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
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jy y N. BAR NOT,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CO NTRAC TO R FO R A L L K I N D S O F

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. K g “ SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
8-6.

P

IS, JKOOYS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
lloot

E

I)WAKI> DAVID,
Painter and

Paper-Hanger,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. .»-Sample« of paper
always on hand.

rjpHOMAS HALLMAN,

dog’s collar, but decided that they both he threw hls arms forward on tne desk
might go down, though Bismarck could and burled bis head upon them.
Attorney-at- Law,
It had all been very silly and yet
have pulled him across easily In qnlet
very tragic. He had meant to write
323 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. water.
The bitter cold of the water began to Marion that there was. a meeting of the
Will be at bis branch office in Odd Fellows’
Building, CollegevilLe, P a., every evening strike In, but Ludlow swam on with promoters of the L. and F. railroad and
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
quick, strong strokes. Gradually It that he would have to be present to
1-25.
seemed to him that he was fighting a furnish them with estimates if he
losing game. The swimming mark was hoped to get the contract. If he coaid
0.EORGE K. BRECHT,
hidden behind a curve In the river, land that order his success would be
assured, and In the prospect of winning
Attorney-at-Law,
while Bismarck had pulled quickly out he had forgotten to write.
OFFICES: 506 SWEDE STREET, and during away from him and was now. only a
They were both high strung, and
banking hours at Montgomery Trust Co., 118 short distance from the shore.
when In the morning she had demand
W. Main Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa.
Finally, after what seemed hours of ed an explanation of hls broken en
Will respond to both ’phones : at Office, Nos.
swimming, he found himself a rod gagement without having waited for
88; at Trust Co., Nos. 6.
2-1.
from the shore, where Bismarck barked him to call up on the telephone he had
at him excitedly. But, to his chagrin, angrily refused to offer any explana
JpOR SALE, A PRETTY
though he dropped his feet several tion or apology, and when she had
times, he could not touch bottom even come to hls office they were both too
Six-Roomed Cottage,
at three feet from the bank. And the angry to arrive at an understanding.
Gordon was roused by a touch on the
WITH ONE ACRE OF GROUND, Fruit and bank! Up and down the river, as far
Shade Trees, at Audubon, Montgomery Co., as he could see, It rose sheer and blank shoulder. He sprang nervously up, to
Pa. Apply to
as a tiny canyon, with not a blade of confront John J.
U. S. G. FINKBINER,
grass nor a crevice for hand or foot
“Why don’t you go home?” he thun
Real Estate and Insurance Agent, hold. How Bismarck had made the leap
dered. “The office should have been
-y.
Royersford, P a .
he could not fathom.
closed half an hour ago!"
He turned on his back, hoping that
“I’m going now,” explained John J.,
the current would bold blm against the with unusual meekness. “But you
F ™ ™ ™ “
332*2
wall while he felt for a hand hold. But ougbter go up and see Miss Marlon and
his fingers only slipped over the rough tell her you’re sorry.”
sandstone, while the river carried him
Gordon grasped John J. by the shoul
rapidly downstream, and Bismarck fol ders and propelled him Into the outer
lowed, barking and whining. The weight
of his clothes and the cold were by this
time rendering blm almost helpless.
By Nora Bryant
Ludlow turned on his face and again
let his feet drop. To his joy, they found
Copyright, isos, hi/ K. A. Whitehead
a resting place, and he stood with his
shoulders out of water. He rested,
Ludlow sat on the river bank, with panting and fighting off the numbing
the dog’s head on his knee. He was oold, then again passed his hands up
very tired and very much exasperated. and down the face of the rock for a
He bad left the.survey camp immedi grip. The surface was hopelessly
ately on receiving Gretchen’s letter, smooth. The top of the bank was too
telling of her arrival at the De la Bio far above the highest reach of his
ranch and bad thought to cover the hands, even with Jumping, to grasp.
hundred miles between camp and He tried cautiously to walk along the
ranch easily, but Indian river had risen bank, but found that his foothold was
Inexplicably and Kywak refused to a mere outcrop of rock not more than
swim the ford, so now, within five a foot In diameter. _
miles of the ranch, It looked as if he
He dropped his btulsed, bleeding
would miss seeing Gretchen after all, hands In despair. Bismarck pushed his
for she did not expect him and her visit great head over the edge and whined
was but a three days’ affair.
piteously, with an eager light in his
Therefore Ludlow sat behind a huge brown eyes that seemed to say: “Can’t
rock, which sheltered him somewhat you understand? Can’t you?”
from the raw wind, and while getting
Ludlow gave a great spring and
his breath alternately patted the bead caught the dog’s collar with his right
of the panting dog and shook his fist at hand. Instantly Bismarck braced his
the distant figure of a horse calmly mighty shoulders and pulled back.
grazing on buffalo grass.
Inch by Inch the man was pulled from
“Hang Itl” repeated Ludlow. "Hang the water until he grasped the top of
ltl I thought Kywak had got over her the bank. As he let the dog’s collar go
JOHN J. WATCHED HER ANXIOUSLY,
foolishness about fording. Was I Bismarck, frantic with excitement,
caught the shoulder of Ludlow’s coat office, while that youngster Insisted
In his teeth and, with little growls and that he would be sorry In the morning
whimperings as Ludlow scrambled and If not Just then. The encounter had at
pushed, pulled him fairly on to the least served to rouse Gordon, and he
went uptown to the club to spend a
bank.
There Ludlow lay panting, too weak miserable evening trying to pretend to
to pat the dog, who licked his hands himself that he did not care abedt the
broken engagement.
and face, wild with joy.
John J.’s “You’ll be sorry In the
Late that evening the group around
the fireplace In the living room of the morning If you ain’t now” was pro
De la Rio ranch heard a weak rap phetic. Dick moped over hls desk all
ping at the door, followed by the quick, the morning, unable to do any work. A
deep bark of a dog. As Jack opened dozen times he reached for the tele
the door Ludlow staggered In, white phone to call Marlon up and ask her
faced, batless, bis frozen garments forgiveness, and each time he set It Ir
resolutely down again, declaring to
crackling as he moved.
The sudden warmth and light dazed himself that Marlon should have known
blm, and be leaned weakly against the that he had a good excuse and that
wall, the great dog crouching beside she should have waited until he could
him. The group around the fireplace call her up. It was on her account as
was speechless with amazement at the well as hls own that he was worried
familiar figure of Ludlow In his strange about that contract, and If she could
not realize that a half mentioned en
plight.
Then Gretchen, who had gone white gagement might have slipped hls mind
as her dainty gown, uttered a little In the pressure of more important mat
pitying cry and, giving no heed to spec ters that was her fault, not hls.
Half a dozen times during the morn
tators, ran across the room.
“Fritz Ludlow!” she cried. "Fritz, ing John J. stole Into the room to re
LUDLOW GAVE A CHEAT SPUING AND what is It? What Is the matter?” She mind him that those figures for the L.
CAUGHT THE DOO’S COLLAR.
threw her arms protectlngly around hls and F. had to be sent out that evening.
Each time he was met with a torrent
asleep or crazy that I let her jerk the shivering body.
bridle from my band when I led her
A smile of great sweetness and con of rebuke. Then be put on bis bat and
down to drink 7"
tent came to Ludlow’s drawn face. went out of the office, though hls lunch
The dog looked up sympathetically. “Nothing is the matter now,” he said, hoar was not until 1 o’clock.
He knew where Marlon lived, and
The ninety-five miles of racing after and Bismarck pawed hls knee, with a
the statement that he had a message
Kywak had been nothing to his long jealous whine.
for her was enough to get him past the
boarhound legs, but this wild herding
door. Presently the butler came back
of a single clever Indian pony for three
The Mystery of tlie Heavens.
hours had been a little strenuous. He
Look through a telescope at some wearing a solemn frown.
“Miss Darling does not care to re
bad done bis best for his master, but tiny star invisible to the naked eye.
when he was not allowed to catch flank The light from that star perhaps left ceive the message,” be said.
"You tell her I want to see her my
or throat In powerful Jaws how was Its surface before the time of William
he to hold a horse? Bismarck was a the Conqueror. It may be—It Is not self,” announced John J.
For a moment the butler hesitated,
boarhound, not a collie.
quite impossible—that the tiny star has
Lndlow glowered at the cheerless since those days actually left off shin and through that hesitation was lost.
heaps of rocks that guarded either ing, but still we see it in our sky be Somehow John J. usually got what he
bank of the river.
cause the rays which started while It wanted, but he was the only person
“It is cold enough,” he said, “for the yet shone are arriving moment by mo not surprised when Marion sent down
river to be frozen. Just my luck to ment, telling us the story of what the word that she would see him.
“I want to tell yon about Mr. Gor
have It twice as deep as usual! Well, star was like hundreds of years ago,
Bismarck, old boy, I see nothing for It before It parted with Its brightness. don,” he began as the butler .closed the
but for you and me to leave Kywak to Perhaps, again, we are examining door. “Say, he’s awful about the place.
her cussedness and swim the river. through a large telescope a faint and He can’t do any work, and be can’t
And I’ll be a fine sight to Gretchen aft faroff nebula —a mass of whirling keep hls hands off the telephone. If
er two years! Oh, well, who knows gases the light of which has taken, he don’t quiet down and write those
whether she’ll care or not?”
say, 10,000 years to get there. We see railroad people he’s going to lose Ihe
Ludlow rose and began to tramp up what the nebula was like la prehistoric chance
of his life.”
the river. “It Is a bad Idea to move ages. It may since then have lessened
“Why do you come to me?" she ask-away from the ford,” he thought, "but In size and changed In shape. It may ed coldly. “I have nothing to do with
I’ll go up a way and see if the river now wear a very different aspect, and
matter.”
isn’t narrower. It’s too deep now to men looking from earth 10,000 years the
“Quit your kiddin',” urged John J.
strike quicksand.”
hence will be able to see what that “I heard you yesterday. You didn’t
He picked his way carefully over the nebula was like in our days. All these speak loud, but your words came
rocks. Indian river was always cold things help us to understand what the through the partition like they was bul
and always swift, but doubly so today, immensity of the stellar system Is, lets. You threw him because I forgot
after the early winter rains. The day and, yet more, to imagine dimly what to bring you a letter yesterday. It’s all
was bleak, with a half promise of snow the measurement and extent of all my fault for forgetting to bring up the
in the air. The plains on the far side creation must be If any such star sys letter.”
of the river were as dim and hopeless tems float side by side throughout the
“Do you mean that he sent me a let
as the sky. As he paused at a point vast domains of space. —Chambers' ter explaining that be would not call
where there seemed promise of a shelv Journal.
last night?"
ing bank on either side Ludlow Shiver
“Sure,” was the easy reply as John
ed and half turned back toward the
J. dug In one of hls pockets. “He was
»
Impish Kywak.
ii In a hurry, and I took It on the ma
“What’s the use?” he murmured.
i chine for him. Just tell him you're
“Gretchen half refused me once. She
sorry over the telephone so’s he can
will probably wholly refuse me this ! J o h n J . , F o r g e r 1« go to work.”
time.”
Marlon tore open the letter. “Dear
He stood in silence with one hand on
ii friend,” it ran, “I am sorry I can't
By Grace Charles
Bismarck’s head. Then he straightened
i come to see you tonight, hut there’s
himself with a jerk.
some guys I must see about that rail
i
“No, old chap!’ he exclaimed. “We’ll j Copyright, 1900, by E. C. Porceli# I road matter and I can’t come. I’m
I
see her again or drown In the attempt
i sorry, but you see this Is awfully Im
Now, then, I’ve no way to get my
portant, and I know you woh't mind.
clothes across except to swim In them.
“Then you have no excuse to offer?” Don’t dance with any of the other fel
I’m not up to the Swiss Family Rob Marlon’B voice was dangerously even. lows. I’m sorry I can’t come. Yours
inson stunt of carrying them across on Dick Gordon bated those cold, accusing till death.”
my head. I’ll leave my overcoat with tones.
It was signed with hls full name, and
Kywak. Gome on, old falthfull”
"I have no excuse—to offer," he con Katherine's eyes twinkled as she read
He removed his shoes and tied them firmed angrily. “The woman I am to it over. John J. watched her anxious
about his neck by the laces and walked marry should be content with my state ly. As the smile came over her face
down the bank Into the rushing water, ment that there was a good reason.”
hls own assumed a look of satisfaction,
then stood still, with the water swirl
“Unfortunately she Is not,” said Mar and as she replaced the sheet In its
ing abont his knees. The current was ion as she laid the ring on hls desk. envelope he sprang forward.
much swifter than he had Imagined It “I cared enough about the matter to
"Does it go?” be demanded. “Will
would be. However, the river was nar come to your office to see you about It. you telephone him?"
row at this point, so he took a resolute Since you want to be Independent; I ; “It goes,” she smiled as she crossed
step forward and plunged In above his give you back your entire Independ the room where the telephone stood.
ence.”
depth.
He followed her across.
Hls face white with anger, Gordon
After the first shock the cold was not
"Don’t give me away,” he pleaded
so bad. But the current! The down threw open the door and stood there as hoarsely. “Don’t let on that I forgot
ward swirling movement of the water she passed through to the next room. to give you the note.”
was almost as powerful as quicksand. Over In the corner John J. was busy
“I won’t,” she assured as she raised
The pointed rock Ludlow had chosen with the mall, but he looked up with a the receiver from the hook.
for a swimming mark was a dozen rods grin on bis freckled face to smile upon
With Instinctive politeness he crossed
upstream before he had swam as many her as she went out. John J. approved the room and pretended to look out of
strokes. Bismarck was swimming be of Marlon.
the window while she was speaking,
Gordon went Back to bis desk. The but the sharp ears would listen, and
side hlm^pufflng and blowing like an
lnfantthrashlng machine. For a mo golde'n circlet lying there was too much when she called to him be knew that
ment Ludlow thought of catcbl/ur the for hls composure, and, with a groan. it was all right and that the Important
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letter would be written.
"It Is all right,” she said as she came
toward him. “I have telephoned Mr.
Gordon, and he understands. It was
very good of you to come up and tell
me, John.”
"Something bad to be done,” he pro
tested, “and there wasn’t anybody else
to do i t ”
Marlon leaned forward and kissed
his freckled cheek. “I should be very
jealous of you, John J., If you were a
woman,” she said. "You care a great
deal for Mr. Gordon.”
"He’s all right,” assented John J., “if
he does have a mad spell now and then.
I Just let him rave till he gets over it;
then he’s sorry. You ought to try that.”“It’s good advice,” she smiled.
“You didn’t tell him that I was up
here?” he asked as he paused at the
door.
“No,” she assured. “Then I should
have had to explain about the letter."
“He don’t like to have me butting
In,” explained John J. as be slid through
the doorway.
It was not for several days that Mar
lon told Dick of the pitiful little for
gery made to bring things out right
and showed him John J.’s Idea of a
love letter, with Its Inked over rubber
stamped facsimile of hls signature, but
It was a happy moment for John J.
when Dick shook hls hand, man fash
ion, and thanked him for what he had
done.
“Forget It,” was the only suitable re
sponse he could think of, but Dick and
Marlon cannot.

Purely
Personal
By ETHEL FRAY
\

Copyright, 1906, by Homer Sprague

/

Stetson read the advertisement for a
second time. It was seldom that he
read the personal column, usually
plunging straight into the financial
news, but this morning Dodds bad
chatted with him until he was almost
at hls destination, and hls eye fell Idly
upon the column.
“Will the gentleman who saved the
life of a young woman at Central
square yesterday afternoon please
send hls address to Grateful, bog Sift?”
He closed hls eyes and with mental
vision he could see It all again—the
automobile, the trolley car which pre
vented escape and, above all, the
piquant little lace lying limp against
hls shoulder. For a moment'fie was
tempted to answer the advertisement
Twice during the day be penned a
note to “Grateful,” but each time he
tore it up In disgust. It seemed a
pretty poor trick to be sending hls ad
dress that he might be thanked. He
would like to look Into those blue eyes
again when they were not dilated with
terror, but he must wait for some other
opportunity.
The next morning the advertisement
was repeated. He knew, because he
turned to the column the first thing.
He smiled grimly as he thought of the
temptation of the day before. They
could advertise until doomsday, but
they would get no answer from blm.
It was almost with apprehension that
he looked the third day, but bis mild
curiosity was changed to indignation.
This time the personal read:
"Will the gentleman who saved the
life of a young woman at Central
square Monday afternoon kindly re
turn her watch, and no questions will
be asked? Grateful, box SIS.”
This, then, was why she had adver
tised for hls address. She believed
that during the excitement he had rob
bed her of her watch. And all the
dreams he had dreamed In the post
two days of those blue eyes brimming
with gratitude looking Into hls were
but Idle visions! He was sorry he bad
seen the advertisement. He probably
never would see the girl, but It had
been pleasant to believe that he had
saved her.
He hoped now that he would never
see her again. Several times In the
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The tiny business card in the corner
would give the address, and he flatter
ed himself that the note would serve
Its purpose. It was given a boy to take
to the newspaper office, and the rest of
toe day Stetson divided hls time
mourning hls dead romance and won
dering what the girl would say when
she read the letter. He flattered him
self that It was dignified and eminent
ly calculated to remind her of her
transgression.
Possibly could he have seen the re
cipient when she glanced over the
formal lines he would have been sur
prised, for, with her face wreathed in
smiles, she nodded at the olerk.
“You needn’t put It In again,” she
said. “Thank you, very much.”
Stetson scowled at the pale tinted
note on hls desk the following morn
ing. The girl could have no justifica
tion for her suspicions, certainly none
that he would accept. It was Imperti
nent of her to make answer to him.
For ten minutes he turned it over and
aver before he silt the cover and drew
forth the inclosure. He stared for a
moment dumfounded at the opening
lines, which ran:
“Miss Alice Everton Woodrow begs
to thank Robert Hardy Stetson for
hls somewhat tardy answer to her ad
vertisement. She begs to assure Mr.
Stetson that she does not believe blm to
be a thief. Hls unwillingness to an
swer the earlier advertisement led to
the suggestion on the part of the clerk
In the advertisement office that the
amended form of personal would be
more likely to bring forth an answer.
If Mr. Stetson will be good enough to
call at 635 Auburn avenue he will not
only receive the grateful thanks of
Miss Woodrow, but of her father, who
would be glad to meet the son of hls
old schoolmate.”
Stetson looked at hls watch. He could
not In decency call much before 4.
It was only 10 now. There would
be no use In trying to work when every
letter was hut a picture of a pair of ’
blue eyes set in a piquant face and
framed In golden hair.
He had been trapped, but he was
glad of it. He was especially glad to
know that she was willing to Jake
such pains to find him. It showed jhat
she really did care and Justified hls
earlier opinion of her.
He wished that he could announce a
general half holiday In the office, but
since this was not possible without ex
planation he could at least take one
himself.
He was uptown at 11 and spent the
rest of the time In pacing hls room
and deciding upon the important item
of a necktie. He could scarcely-wait
until it was time to start aqd sot out
afoot that he might at least kllf time
that way. *
The servant sheeted him Into the li
b ra ry Instead of Ifib i h w w l m f T dmiii
Miss Woodrow sprang from her »easy *" -------chair by the open fire as he w as'an
nounced and came toward him.
“I thought you might call this after
noon,” she said as he took her band,
"so I told James to bring you in here.
I am so glad you have come.”
“So am I,” said Stetson promptly,
“though I did not come to be thanked.”!
“To meet father,” she suggested de
murely. “I am afraid he ¡will not be
In until 6.”
“I don’t mind waiting,” said Stetson
obligingly—“that is, unless I Inconven
ience you.”
“I shall be glad to have you wait,”
she said sincerely, “but please may I
not thank you?”
“Rescues are sometimes their own
reward,” he smiled. “It was not very,
much of a rescue, anyway. I prob
ably should not have noticed your pre
dicament only”—
“Only?” she questioned, seeing that he was not going to continue.
“Only—well, for a long time I have
been wondering who you were. You
see, I’ve seen you very often and”—
He paused again.
"So you have noticed me, too?" she
said wonderlngly. “How funny!”
“You mean that yon have—that you
did”— He was distressingly confused.
“I have noticed you often,” she ad
mitted frankly. “You seemed so dif
ferent from so many of the men I
know that I often wondered who you
were.”
“Then it was not altogether because
of your gratitude that you advertised?”
he urged. She colored, but would not
confess, though as she was bidding him
goodby a couple of hours later be held
her hand a trifle longer than Is permltted.
“Won’t you say that It was not alto
gether through gratitude that you put
in that personal?” he urged.
The blue eyes fell before the glow in
the ardent brown ones. “Perhaps not
altogether,” she whispered, “but that Is
very purely personal.”
The Strenuous Life of 014,

This Is said to be a “strenuous” age.
Doctors or people who dabble In the
doctor’s art talk about the “pace” we
all live now, the stress and storm of
life in England in the twentieth cen
tury, and so forth. But are we all so
tremendously strenuous? Are we
greater In will or work than English
men were in the Elizabethan age or
than they were, say—we take date at
random—In 1806? English literature
and history do not show convincingly
that this is so.—London Saturday Re
view.
No Thoroughfare.

Characteristic of the readiness of the
Celt is a reply noted In “Leaves From
the Diary of Henry Greville.”
“I cannot get over your nose,” said a
" I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT CALL THIS AFTER
frank American woman to the Irish
NOON.’’ SHE SAID.
course of the past year he had en novelist, Colley Grattan, whose nose
countered her upon the street, and was flattened.
“No wonder you can’t," he retorted,
from the very first he had been Inter
ested. He was not exactly In love, be “for the bridge is broken,”
told himself, but very near It. Now
B ad A rg u m e n ts.
he would have to dodge If he saw her;
The
historic
incident of a young Tory
he would have to slip into some store heir to a dukedom
being pelted with
or across the street. It would be In rotten eggs while making
a political
tolerable. He cut out the advertise speech is, “Ah,” he remarked,
wiping
ment and placed It In bis pocketbook.
the mess from hls face, “I have always
As soon as the morning mall was
that the arguments of my oppo
disposed of he drew toward him a let said
ter head and wrote rapidly. Several nents were unsound.”
sheets were destroyed before be finally
A Trunsmifirrator.
decided that the letter would do, and
Black Sarah was busily employed
before he slipped It into the envelope
about our small northern kitchen when
he regarded It for a third time.
"Mr. Robert Hardy Stetson,” it ran, I had occasion to go out there and by
“begs to assure ‘Grateful’ that she Is way of being pleasant said, “Yon are
in error concerning the disappearance from the south, are you not, Sarah?”
“Law, yes, miss!” was the answer.
of her watch. Mr. Stetson would sug
“Born In the south?” I continued.
gest that /Grateful’ make application
“Originally
bawn In Richmond, miss,”
to the police. He Is ready to give
them ample proof as to hls honesty was the astonishing reply.—Woman’s
Home Companion,
and standing.’’

—
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WASHINGTON LETTER. less enjoy meeting and defeating European countries illiteracy is
Prom Our Regular Correspondent.

D. 0., April 12,1906.
—Every seat in the galleries of the
Senate was taken, tbe aisles were
Published E very Thursday.
filled and tbe floor of the chamber
was crowded with members of the
lower house when Senator Bailey of
C O L L E G E V I L L E , M O N T G . C O . , P A . Texas made his long heralded
speech on the Railway Rate problem
this week. For more than four
. . . . E. S. MOSER, EDITOR a n d PRO PRIETO R. . . . .
hours he held the undivided atten
tion of the Senate and the visitors
aud Republicans and Democrats
T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL 19, 1906.
alike cheerfully went without
luncheon rather than miss any part
T he “ muck-rake” is not in it with the scoop-shovel in of his address. Seldom before in
the Senate has a purely legal argu
some centres of filth accumulation.
ment succeeded in obtaining and
holding attention as did this one of
T he two hundredth anniversary of the birth of Benja Mr. Bailey’s. The object of the
speech was to establish the sound
min Franklin, who was one of the leaders among the Fathers ness of his contention that Con
of the American Republic, is being celebrated with exten gress has power to deny to the in
sive ceremonies in Philadelphia, this week. What Franklin’s ferior United States Courts the
genius accomplished for the nation, as well as for Philadel right to suspend the orders of the
phia, entitles his memory to be held in grateful remembrance Interstate Commerce Commission
pending the final decisions of cases
for centuries to come.
arising under the proposed law.
The greatest compliment that Mr.
H ere is a very opportune statement from President Bailey could have received on his
Eliot, of Harvard College: “The government which can speech came from Senator Halé who
one of the leaders of the Senate.
afford to spend $8,000,000 on one battleship and to build a is
Toward the close of the argument
fleet of these short-lived monsters, and whose annual ex Senator Hale arose and announced
penditure is more than a billion dollars, ought to be able and his conversion to the proposition
eager to help the Southern States to lift up not only the for which Mr. Bailey was contend
black race, on which it forced a sudden liberty, but the ing. By so doing Senator Hale
white race, too, which had long suffered deeply from the con placed himself against Senators
Spooner and Knox, who in previous
comitant evils of African slavery.”
arguments had combated the Bailey
proposal. Senator Hale even went
T housands of children are to be rated as illegitimate by so far as to say that Mr. Bailey had
what is probably. the most sweeping decision upon the delivered to , the Senate the most
valuable contribution on the sub
divorce laws of the nation ever rendered by the Supreme ject so far offered. The effect of the
Court of the United States. The principle established by speech cannot be foretold but it is
the decision, which was banded down by the Court, Monday evident that he has placed his
afternoon, is that a State cannot grant a divorce when but party in the best possible position
one party to the marriage is a resident within its jurisdiction. on the question, and given the conA divorce must be of such a character as to be respected by ■trol of the situation to the Demo
crats. Incidentally he has himself
all the other States. The effect of the decision is to nullify justified the conviction of his
all divorces granted where both parties did not reside in the friends as to his eloquence and
State issuing the decree of separation.
ability, and surprised his enemies
with the undeniable evidence of
his legal attainments and intellec
T estimony recently taken before the Interstate Com tual eminence.
merce Commission in Baltimore showed that officials of the
J. Adam Bede, of Duluth, the
Pennsylvania and Baltimore and Ohio Railroads are directly successor of John Allen the fun
interested in coal mines ; that some of them, if not all, re maker of the United States House
ceived their stock—in the names of r their wives and daught of Representatives kept the House
in a roar during his speech on the
ers—free; that the coal from the mines was delivered to re subdivision
of, Texas into two or
tailers by companies in which the officials were interested, more states. He paid a glowing
and so forth. All of which goes to illustrate additional tribute to the Lone Star State, to
phases of graft, theft, and illegitimate business transactions its industries, its citizens and its
among those who control corporations. And the day of size. In reply to the criticism that
the men sent to Congress from the
reckoning is still on the way.
•
west did not represent enough
people Mr. Bede said: “ I would
S enator A lgernon B. R oberts has unequivocally an rather trust my interests to a rep
nounced himself in favor of a law granting trolley roads resentative from the west, repre
the right to carry freight. Right you are, Senator. Any senting nothing but sunset than to
eastern man standing in the
representative from this county in the -nex t Legislature who an
shadowof a trust company and repre
will oppose such an enactment will sign his political death senting nothing but the unearned
warrant, and any candidate in this bailiwick, in 1906, who increment. ” Referring to the Sena
will refuse to pledge himself in favor of the proposed torial representation from Texas by
measure aforesaid, might as well pull himself out of public .a co-incidence just at the time that
recognition at once. There are several m atters of import Senator Bailey of Texas was de
livering one of the most learned
ance upon which the voters of this county will want an ex and finished arguments on the rate
pression of opinion and purpose from the candidates for the question that has been heard in the
Senate and House, by and by.
Senate this session, Mr. Bede drew
a humorous picture of ten Texas
Senators wearing their broad som
I n its apparent greediness to get “both penny and cake” breros, with their pants in their
Pottstown is in grave danger of missing its opportunity to boots, guns in their belts march
secure electric railway communication with Boyertown. ing on to Washington with a firm
President Rigg, of the Schuylkill Valley Company, a broad- determination to take the city and
guaged man who has no time for avaricious and rihrrow- blow out the gas the first night of
sighted tomfoolery, has decided to extend the Boyertown and their arrival.
There has been a revival of
Palm line as far as Fagleysville and then cross country, Tariff
talk in the last week and
southwest, to intersect with the Schuylkill Valley line, three neither Speaker Cannon nor the
or four miles below Pottstown, rather than pay for paving a light infantry of the Republican
number of Pottstown streets for the privilege of widening party in Congress can suppress it.
the tracks of what was formerly the Ringing Rocks Electric Something has to be done or, at
Railway Company, the outfit of which has partly been negoti least, said on this urgent question
and its persistence and insistence
ated for. President Rigg’s head is level. A continuation of on
the eve of a Congressional elec
the Boyertown-Palm line nearly as far as Limerick Square tion is most embarassing to the
would be a better plan—establishing as it would more direct Republican majority realizing that
communication between Reading, Boyertown, and the upper to sit on the lid is to invite explo
end of Montgomery, with Norristown and Philadelphia— sion. It is proposed as a safety
than to pay Pottstown a big sum just to benefit Pottstown. valve expedient for the Ways and
Means Committee to hold a vaca
The w riter happens to know that Pottstown needs to be con tion meeting in Washington in
nected by trolley to Boyertown and other points, or hold a which the thousand interests in the
rear seat in the procession of modern progress.' Who will tariff schedules may be heard. But
it is quite possible that a Tariff dis
pave the streets if the trolley tracks are not widened ?
cussion in some form or other may
be precipitated at this session,
P resident R oosevelt made a rather remarkable especially if the Railroad Rate bill,
speech at the laying of the corner stone of the office building as some anticipate, shall be settled
for the House of Representatives at Washington, Saturday. in the next week or ten days.
There is a revival of talk, not
He vigorously condemned the “ muck-rake” epidemic as
loud but in whispers about a third
illustrated by newspapers and magazines in continually and term for President Roosevelt and it
sensationally raking filth (like the character in Bunyan’s cannot be denied that there is a
Pilgrim’s Progress} without paying due deference to the strong impression not confied to
faithful work of a very large majority of men in public life. either party that he is silently but
The following excerpt from the President’s speech should with the political adroitness for
be read, re-read, and analyzed, by every newspaper read er: which he is famous, working for
the election. It is believed that
“ There are, in the body politic, economic and social, many and when, on the eve of his last over
grave evils, and there is urgent necessity for the sternest war upon whelming victory, enthused with
them. There should be relentless exposure of and attack upon every success, he impulsively said that
evil man, whether politician or business man, every evil practice, he would never again run for the
whether in politics, in business, or in social life. I hail as a benefactor Presidency he uttered words which
every writer or speaker, every man who, on the platform, or in book, he many times regretted. More
magazine, or newspaper, with merciless severity makes such attack, pro over it is recognized by literally hun
vided always that be in .his turn remembers that the attack is of use only dreds who have come in contact
if it is absolutely truthful. The liar is no whit better than the/tbief, and with the President that he impul
if his mendacity takes the form of slander he may be worse than most sively makes promises to others
thieves. It puts a premium upon knavery untruthfully to attack an which he forgets later. Indeed the
honest man, or even with hysterical exaggeration to assail a bad man President has so repeatedly failed
with untruth. An epidemic of indiscriminate assault upon character to keep his promises, intimated or
does no good, but very great harm. The soul of every scoundrel is glad positive, that the limited public
dened whenever an honest man is assailed, or even when a scoundrel is who have come in contact with him
untruthfully assailed. ”
in a politico-business way in the
Tbe President also announced his conviction that it will White House place little reliance on
his memory, as they politely ex
be ultimately necessary to adopt some plan to tax all fortunes press
it. Knowing this character
beyond a certain amount, either given in life or bequeathed istic of the President, as many Sena
upon death to any individual, to prevent the inheritance or tors and Members have had un
transmission in their entirety of fortunes swollen beyond all pleasant opportunities to learn, it
healthy limits. Here the President treads upon dangerous is natural for them to argue that the
ground and gives encouragement to Socialism. If he had man who breaks his promises to
will not be over nice in keep
said that Congress should speedily remove the special gov others
ing his promises to himself or to the
ernmental favoritism granted the T rusts and multi-million public. Then again it is doubtless
aires by tbe iniquitous tariff, he would have spoken against not agreeable to the President to
one of the chief underlying causes of the condition to which see the rising star of his worst
he referred. Unbridled railroad and other corporations and enemy, the young apostle of yellow
the robber tariff have been and are the chief sources of journalism looming over the White
inordinate individual wealth.
House. Mr. Roosevelt would doubtW ashington ,

Hearst more than any man that the
opposition could bring against him,
and it is not impossible that the
proposition that he is the only man
that will be able to defeat Hearst
may be brought home to him in
such a way in 1908 that it will be
cowardly for him to stay out of the
arena. It is said by \tbose inti
mately acquainted with the Presi
dent that he was cot unaware that
the statement recently made by
Jacob Riis, one of his best friends,
that he would be a candidate for a
third term was to be made public.
Mr. Riis had but just concluded a
visit to the White House when the
statement was given out and though
it was much ridiculed it is scarcely
likely that a man of such wide repu
tation for unusual honesty would
have made the aunouncement out of
whole cloth. The presumption is
that Mr. Roosevelt gave it out
through Mr. Riis for the purpose as
it were, of trying it on the public.
In such experiments and bits of
strategy as this the President has
scarcely an equal.

much more prevalent than it is
here, although the United States is
still far behind Germany, Sweden
and Norway, Denmark, and Switzer
land. There is also ground for
satisfaction and encouragement in
the statistical evidence that illit
eracy is steadily being reduced. In
1890 the number of illiterates per
1,000 was 132.4 for the total popu
lation, 62.3 for the native white
population, 130.6 for the foreignborn white, and 567.6 for negroes,
including Indians and Mongolians.
Human Blood Marks.

A tale of horror was told by marks of humao blood in the home of J. W. Williams, a
well known merchant of Bac, Ky. He
writes : “ Twenty years ago I had severe
hemorrhages of the lungs, and was near
death when I began taking Dr. King’s New
Discovery. It completely cured me and I
have remained well ever since.” It cures
Hemorrhages, Chronic Cvughs, Settled
Colds and Bronchitis, and is the only known
cure for Weak Lungs. Every bottle guar
anteed by Joseph W Culbert, druggist. 50c.
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

Procrastination
IS THE THIEF OF

Opportunity.

THE ALASKA-SIBERIA RAILROAD.
From the New York Tribune, March 26.

The scheme of a railroad from the
U nited States to Russia by way of
Bering Strait is to the fore again in
Paris, St. Petersburg and else
where, and we are told that the
Czar, Count Witte and others “have
been enlisted in the project.” The
present argument is that such a
road would greatly strengthen
friendly relations between America
and Russia and make America
Russia’s ally in the Far East. It
may be said frankly that America
is not seeking “alliances” in the
sense in which this one appears to
be meant. So far as the increase of
intimate relations with Russia—as
also with every well-disposed na
tion—is concerned, that is commend
able and desirable; so much so, in
deed,- that we must hope it depends
upon something less visionary than
this Alaska-Siberia railroad scheme.
For as visionary and mistaken in an
extreme degree we must regard it.
Let us assume that the construc
tion of such a road is possible. It
mukt still be borne in mind that it
would not directly connect the
United States with Russia, for tbe
reason that Alaska is not contigu
ous with the United States. Hence
the American terminous of the road
would be accessible from theUnited
States only by a long voyage on the
high seas or along tbe waters of an
alien coast, or by land travel across
more than five hundred miles of'
British territory, either of which
courses would be quite fatal to
Baron Loicq de Lobel’s iridescent
dream of through trains from New
.York to St. Petersburg over a
purely American and "Russian rail
road. That break of more than five
hundred miles In tbe continuity of
the line is something which neither
engineering enterprise nor diplo
matic ingenuity can overcome.
Moreover, the distance to be
traversed in Alaska, from Point
Tongass to Cape Prince of Wales, is
about fifteen hundred miles, the
greater part of which is through a
country unfitted for civilized habi
tation; nearly every mile of it is
through a country probably tbe
most difficult in the world to build a
railroad in, and notone-fifth, if even
one-tenth, of it is through a country
that would ever afford a profitable
local traffic. Practically the same
is to be said of the two thousand
miles in Siberia, from East Cape to
Albasin, on the existing Siberian
Railroad, traversing the hideous
sub-Arctic wilderness of the Chukchees and Tunguses and the rugged
ranges of the Stanovoi Mountains.
In brief, there would be thirty-five
hundred miles of railroad through
the most barren and inhospitable
regions on the globe, compared with
which the worst country traversed
by the Siberian Railroad is aGarden
of Eden. And then at the end of
that there would be nearly the
wole of the Siberian Railroad to be
traversed before Europe was reach
ed, and, in the other direction, five
hundred miles of sea voyage before
the United States was reached.

NOW is the begt time to open an account
with tbe VENN TRUST CO., no matter
whether you have $5 or $5000.
The sooner we get your deposit the greater
your income will be from your savings, and
tbe better prepared you will be to take anvantage of opportunities to make money.
Consult us about our liberal system of
paying 3 per cent, on savings.

in support of many conclusions is not always
on the surface, Digging after facts often
reveals impôrtant evidence overlooked by
superficial investigation. Founded in 1864,
tbe business stability exhibited for more
than forty years by

THE FIRST

— NATIONAL BANK—
Norristown, is substantial evidence of Its
success in serving its patrons. Continued
effort along the line of careful, safe, and
efficient service will lead to still greater
achievement. Your favors will add en
couragement, help along, and be duly ap
preciated.

— The Best Carpet in America for Its Price. —
Won’t fade, won’t sprout—a genuinely good
serviceable carpet for use in every room.

L IN O L E U M = =

“ SEIÆCTIIST Gr the floor covering that wears like an oak plank
and always presents a nice appearance. Special
Inlaid Linoleum, 90c* a yard, worth $1.25.
W e are showing direct importations in CHINA
Is a genuine pleasure here—and for several and JAPAN MATTINGS.
reasons. The stocks are large and compre
hensive The articles show the newest de
SUMMER STRIPED CURTAINS, the largest
signs. The prices moderate. Tbe value of
any selection is unquestionable. And as a line ever shown in this town.
Over 50 styles to
last but no means least advantage, we are
always glad to shcSw anything and every
select from. 65 cents, up.
thing.

WeddingGifts”

Silver

Cut Glass

Sterling or
Plated.

For many
purposes.

Jewelry
Oem get or
'Plain.

J. D. SALLADE, B R E N D L I N G E R S
IS T O R R IS T O W N .

J e w e l e r a n d O p t ic ia n ,

1 6 E ast M ain Street,

BORNEM AN

NORRISTOWN, PA.

D ental P arloss

Cor. Main and Swede Sts.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

SHOES FOR SPRING

“ Thi Company that pays 3 % interest
for every day the money Is on deposit.”

A R E

Doomed Sale
Going,

Gone!

Men’s and Young Men’s Cloth
ing Doomed to be Sold for
Half Price.

SEASONABLE

GOODS
—AT —

Brownbacks.

$ 8 00
$10.00
$12.00
$15.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

Underwear for M on,
Women and Children.

$4.00
$5.00
$6 00
$7.50

$10.00
$12.00
$15 00
$18.00
$20.00
$25.00

Ovorcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoats

$ 7.50
$ 8.50
$t0.00
$12.50
$15.00
$16.50

|§

Last call on furs. Rarest bargains of the
season are here now.
$10 00 Furs
$15 00 Furs
$20 00 Furs
$30.00 Furs
$40.00 Furs
$50 00 Furs

- FREED SHOES For Men, Ladies and Children,
the kind that wear.

W o m e n ’s F u r s a t H a lf
Price.
$ 5.00
$ 7.50
$10.00
$15.00
$20 00
$25.00

Some of our New Spring Goods have ar
rived ; the others are coming as the jobbers
get them from the mills. W e will show the
finest line of Dress Goods for Spring we have
ever shown. Anticipating the advance in
cotton and wool, we purchased very early
so as to secure most of our goods at old
prices, so that there will be very little and
in most cases no advance at all in our prices.
We have the reputation for carrying the best
values iu the town for the prices. In one
case we were told that we were selling a
certain piece of goods 25c. A YARD
CHEAPER THAN SOME OF THE LARGE
DEPARTMENT STORES.

Complete Line of

C - W _ IR-A-IMIIBO,
229 High Street.

H

8

I YOD WILL
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And Provisions.

§
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u
n
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1I
IF O IR .

FRESH GOODS

POTTSTOW N

P

Incorporated May 18, 1871.

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

Try Oar Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits
aud Confectionery.

INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.

John H. Bartman,

Ofllee o f the Company :
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTEROLF,

S

e c r e t a r y

.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
of each week ; also every evening.

jyjTRS. M. E. VANDEKNLICE’N

EATING HOUSE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office.
Uollegeville, Pa.
Meals to order; eatables furnished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

n
¿ j.

—GO TO—

O dd F e llo w s’ H a ll
G rocery.

Cement Bricks $
Stand more pressure and look nicer than
clay bricks, and cost less. Any color de
sired. All kinds of moulding, cornice,
and bay window bricks, standard sizes.
Come and see the concrete bricks made
and tested and get prices. Concrete blocks
always on hand, as heretofore.

]V1 .
Advertise Your Sales in the
1-3.
Independent,

3ST, B a r n d t ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

— FOR —

S

**

ROOTS

Pottstown, Pa.

§ IEADQUARTEES

m m i n
International Stock Food
53§
and Poultry Powder. -

make beautiful shirt waist suits or waists.
New Embroidery, wide inset tlon for waist
fronts. A large assortment of Bates’ Seer
suckers ; styles not found In any other store
In town.
Costume Linens In the popular shades,
also in white. A fine line of White Goods,
new Percales and Prints. A good assort
ment of Lancaster Ginghams. Cheaper
goods, 5e. yard.
A lot of nice Remnants of Dress Goods,
some suit lengths, others enough for waists
or skirts.

HE

TRAPPE, PA.

ERKIOMEN VALLEY
Mutual Fire Insurance t o.
o f Montgomery County.

Norristown, Pa.

Something new In Skirt Bindings—CHAF
For Shirt Waist Suits we have a variety of FEE’S SILK DRESS WASH BRAIDS.
choice new goods.
LOOKS
SILK
SOFTVELVET
Cotton Volls, new styles, 12%c.
WASH
LINEN
Arnold Batistes, Silk Organdie, Opalette WEAR-,
IRON :
(an Invisible check), Silk Checks, Embroid
Try It.
ered Silk Zephyrs, Bungalow Silk Novelty
Waisting8, Sicilian Fancies, Henley Serges
If you will need a SEWING MACHINE,
have the appearance of wool goods.
give the DEMOREST a trial and save money.
Sole Radiant. Any of the above would $19.50 to $30.00.

I E. G. B ro w n b a ck ,

No. 221 High St.,

:

BRIDGE WORK.

Examination Free.
All work guaranteed to be satisfactory.
GERMAN SPOKEN.

Dress Goods, Ginghams,
Colicoes -• good qualities
at reasonable prices.

Overcoats Doomed to Go.

:

OVER 25000 GALLONS OF PURE GAS ADMINISTERED IN 24 MONTHS.
Charges Reasonable.

Blankets ~of Every De*
seription.

Size 14 to SO.

:

FILLINGS,

-¿VT R A M R O ’S.

M a in S t ., N o r r i s t o w n .

Young Men’s Suits

PLATES,

TH E OLD PLACE,

STORE OPEN Monday, Friday and
Saturday evenings.
Try our NEW CORN CURE, It’s good.
10c. a box.

H . H. N Y C E

$5.00
$6.00
$7.50
$9 00

209 Swede Street,

A T

•SINEWSKIINGG
O
O
D
SJg-

MEN’S SUITS!
Saits
Saits
Saits
Suits

A G A IN

MEN’S DRESS SHOES—
Pat. Colts Vlci Kid and Gun Metal,
Lace, Goodyear Welt, $2.50, $3.00,
$3 50.

The greatest money saving op
portunity of a life time. High
grade, hand-tailored suits for
just half price.

$10.00
$12.00
$15.00
$18.00

H E R E .

WOMEN’S PAT. COLT SHOES—
Goodyear Welt, College Boot, But
ton and Lace, $2.50, $3.00.
WOMEN’S $2 SHOES FOR DRESS—
Pat. Colt and Ylci Kid, all shapes
and widths, sizes 1 to 9.

The Great

Going,

,

REGULARLY 90 CENTS A YARD.

3 PER CENT. ON TIME DEPOSITS.

Penn T rust Co.

ONE PERSON IN EVERY TEN IS
ILLITERATE.

According to the census use of
the term an illiterate is a person not
under ten years of age who is un
able to write either in English or in
any other language. In most eases
the illiterate is also unable to read.
At the census of 1900 the number
of illiterates enumerated in tbe
United States, exclusive of Alaska,
Hawaii, aud all other outlying terri
tory, was 6,180,069. This was ap
proximately one-tenth of the popu
lation at least ten years of age, the
exact mathematical proportion be
ing 106.6 illiterates to 1,000 popu
lation.
The fact that one-tentb of the
population above nine years have
failed to obtain even the little edu
cation that is implied in the ability
to read and write seems to indicate
a rather surprising degree of ignor
ance, reflecting upon the boasted
efficiency of the common school
systems. Therefore the patriotic
American will naturally inquire
whether this is not mainly due to
the presence in our population of
the foreign-born and the negro, and
will be somewhat reassured to find
that when the comparison is re
stricted to the native white popula
tion, the proportion of illiteracy is
reduced to 46.4 per 1,000, or less
than one in twenty. For the foreign
born white the population is 128.5
per 1,000, and for the negro 444.7.
Moreover, international compari
sons, restricted as far as possible to
corresponding classes of the popu
lation, are on the whole favorable to
this country, indicating that in'most

Superior Brussels f 7 C p
E V I D E N C E Carpets at
■ KJKj
TH E B E ST

ff

it

MAKE NO I
MISTAKE 1
In making your purchases at
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of g
experience enables tbe proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
ft
general store.

1
S

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.

G IF T S I
Nee the handsome line o f Art
Pictures, Novelties, etc. All the
new goods, the finest assortment

if

anywhere. Yon are invited to
call and Inspect at the BOOH,
STATIONERY and ART STORE
OF

1
1

HORACE A. CUSTER,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

g

1 W. P. JEITOS, 1

iS

WEDDING

ot up-to-date goods to be fonud

Crockery and Glassware, Paints, jjMt
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

—

— AND —

Ü

Ready-made Pantaloons and 4 #
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s jjg
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.
| |

1

BIRTHDAY

COLLEGEVILLE, FA.

231 H I G H

STREET,

POTTSTOWN,

fo r

s a t

/r T

A Number of Desirable
Properties
Along Trolley between Norristown snd
Limerick.
Write for particulars.
GOTW ALS & BEYER,

f

55 E. Main St.

NORRI8TOWN, PA.

1

1 HORACE STORD
-Winter Underwear- M a r b l e

i

F O

R

—AND—

- I N A L L SIZ E S. Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
hams, Ready-made Wrappers, Aprons,
&c. Also DRESSMAKERS* SUPPLIES
and all the little things you just need at

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main St ., N ear Station ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

T WESLEY HOOVER,

G ra n ite W o rk s,
§9-149 H i g h S t .
P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A .

Designs

Blacksmith and Horseshoer.
FIRST AVENUE, NEAR PERKIOMEN
BRIDGE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class work in all branches. Neversllp
Shoeing • specialty.
12-28-3ua.

and

Estimates Furn

ished Free ot Charge.

I f you have anything to*
tell, advertise i( in th* Independent,.

jg TH E IN D E P E N D E N T !
T M IM S — # 1 .0 0 P E R Y E A R
:t
IN A D V A N C E .
::

Thursday, April 19, ’0 6
C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .
parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.46 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
S u n d a y School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. F. W. Randall, pastor. Bible
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening at 7.80; Bible school,
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W. G. Stook
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S I j. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m.
and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meet
ing at 2 p. m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at
0.45p.m. All are cordially invited to attend
the services.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
the coming Sabbath, as follows: At Trappe—
Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 2 p. m .
A t Limerick-Preaching at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday
School at 9.30 a. m.; K .L . C. E. at 7.30 p. m.
All people are invited to worship with us.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

Home and Abroad.
—Brighter days
—Since Easter.
—Arbor Day
—To-morrow, April 20.
—Will you plant a tree, or vine?
—Encourage the planting of trees.
—If you are able to do so, do
some tree planting,
—And thus help to bless those
who come after you.
—Chicken incubators in opera
tion in cellars seem to require
night watchers.
—J. A. Rhoades will hold another
public sale of horses at Perkiomen
Bridge on Monday, April 30.
-—Dr. F. C. Yost, pastor of
Trinity church, and family, have
taken possession of the Hobson
property, near the church.
—Martin Custer and family have
removed to the house at Spring
Valley creamery, Trappe.
—Our Burgess F. J. Clamer is
preparing to take his annual trip to
Germany and
other
foreign
countries.
—Henry Schell, of Corning claims
to be owner of the heaviest bull in
the Perkiomen Valley. Weight—
2500 pounds.
—Ex-County Treasurer S. F.
Jari'ett’s new and attractive house
at Jeffersonville is nearly comple
ted.
—Morgan Wright, for many
years a prominent dry goods
merchant, died in Norristown
Monday, at the age of 83.
—David Culp Jr. has taken
possession of the blacksmith and
wheelwright shop near Perkiomen
Bridge.
,
—Norristown carpenters «Timber
ing 180, will strike if not granted
an advance in wages.
—For employing a boy under 14
years of age without a certificate,
J. I. Mattis, a Pottstown store
manager, was fined $25.
—A white robin has made its ap
pearance in the vicinity of Bally.
—John' Gross, of Stonetown,
Berks County, has dehorned 1400
cattle this spring.
—William Felton had his nose
broken and was otherwise injured
by Norristown boys, and was
treated at the the hospital.
—To be able to have the things
we want, that is riches; but to be
able to do without, that is power.—
George MacDonald.
—After working as a blacksmith
upon the same spot for 50 years,
Uriah Wise, of Amityville, Berks
County, has retired.
—There will be no First Day
school at the Friends’ meetinghouse
Upper Providence, next Sunday.
—A few minutes after Rigner P.
Hall, of Philadelphia, had bought a
horse neffr Pottstown the animal
was struck by a trolley car and
killed.
—The Montgomery County Drug
gists’ Association has elected W.
H. Reed, of Norristown, president.
—Because of the short natural
crop of ice, no five-cent pieces will
be delivered in Reading this year,
seven cents being the minimum
price.
—An effort made to arouse James
Barnes, of Royersford, who was
apparently asleep in an armchair
led to the discovery that he was
dead of heart failure.
—Charles Schlicher, of Hillegass,
caught the first large carp in the
Perkiomen Valley this season. It
measured 22 inches in length and
weighed five pounds.
—A demonstration in spraying
fruit trees affected with San Jose
scale will be given on Mr. Wilkin
son’s poultry farm, Oaks, this
(Thursday) afternoon.

Twins in Abundance.

There will be a public meeting at
the orchard of C. A. Wismer, onefourth mile east of Gratersford, on
Friday, April 20th. An expert from
the Department of Agriculture, at
Harrisburg, will be present and
give a talk at 1 o’clock, p. m., on
Nine Thousand Eggs for Hospital
San Jose scale and other pests and
Inm ates.
will show how to make and apply
About nine thousand eggs were the best remedy for the same. All
cooked and distributed among the are invited.
inmates of the Hospital for the In
Improvement.
sane at Norristown, Sunday.
The Misses Kratz are having ex
tensive improvements made to their
At th e County Home.
on Fifth avenue, this borough,
A. H. Roop, of Norristown, has home
An
addition
being built, and a
installed four new bath tubs, four porch is to beis constructed
on three
water closets, and the same number
of the house. These improve
of washstands in the main building sides
ments will be both substantial
of the County Home.
and attractive. George Hallman, of
near Mont Clare, is doing the car
penter work. Messers Culp and
Barn Erected.
G. F. Clamer, dealer in steam and Buck waiter did the stone and brick
hot water heaters, hardware, etc., work.
of this borough, has had a barn
No Applicant for Post Office.
erected on the rear of his lot the
Unless some one will be willing
past week. Elmer Poley, of Trappe,
to engage in the general merchan
did the carpenter work.
dise business at Norritonville, and
thus become the postmaster, the
Philadelphia M arkets.
post office at that place will have to
Wheat, 85£; corn, 57c.; oats, be abolished. Mr. Schwenk will
39c.; winter bran, $22.50; timothy remove from the place at the end of
hay, $16; mixed hay, $13; steers, this month, and, though he has an
4i to5io.; fat cows, 3 a 41c.; sheep, nounced his intentions for several
31 to 61c.; lambs, 6 to 71c.; hogs, weeks past, no applicant has yet
appeared for the store or the post
91 a 9}c.
mastership. Free rural mail de
livery has destroyed the patronage
C ase Not Proven.
of the office.
The Jury at court, Friday, return
ed a verdict in favor of William T.
Alumni M eeting.
Rennard, of Upper Providence,
At the meeting of the High
who was accused by Daniel March
Alumni Association of this
of stealing the affections of' Mrs. School
borough held at the home of Horace
March, and sued for $10,000.
L. Custer, Saturday evening, it was
decided to spend the $30 remaining
in the treasury after purchasing
Entertained C lassm ates.
On Saturday evening Margaret the new bell, for new books for the
Moser entertained her classmates the -public school library. This
of the senior class of the College will mean quite a substantial ad
ville High School, at her home on dition to the library. The matter
Fifth avenue. Various games were of procuring a hall in which to hold
played and refreshments were regular meetings of the associa
tion was discussed. It was deter
served.
mined to make definite arrange
ments later.

The Barnesboro (Pa.) Star boasts
that that town has. three sets of
twins in three houses, on three
corners of one square, born within
the past three months.

Milk in J a r for Thirteen Years.

A jar of milk thirteen years old
is possessed by Mrs. S. Cupp, of
Du Bois, Pa. The jar fell into a
well, and when it was found four
years later it looked so good that
Mrs. Cupp decided to see how long
it would keep, and it appears all
right yet.
$2,000 for Loss of Leg.

A jury at court, last week, found
a verdict in favor of John B.
Yerger against the Pottstown and
Reading Street Railway Company
for the loss of his leg below the
knee, during a collision while re
turning from a game at the Potts
town Base Ball Park last July.
96 and Six Peet Tali.

The Boyertown Democrat says
Daniel Millerof Congo is in his 96th
year, six feet tall, well preserved,
and walks with a firm step. Last
week he visited Boyertown and for
the first time saw a trolley car. He
thought it was a handy contrivance
to get about in, but preferred not to
ride in it.
Trinity Reformed Church.

The after Easter services at Trin
ity Reformed church, this borough,
next Sunday morning at 10, will in
clude a special sermon by the pas
tor, Rev. F. C. Yost, 1). D., and at
tractive musical features. On Sun
day following, April 29, a beautiful
memorial tablet to the memory of
the late Dr. Hendricks will be un
veiled. Further particulars, later.
•

Farewell Surprlae.

A very pleasant surprise party
was tendered to J. Leidy Ash-,
enfelter, Friday evening, prior
to his leaving for the Williamson
Trade School on Tuesday. A most
delightful evening was spent play
ing various games, after which
refreshments were served. Every
one wished their friend a very
profitable and pleasant three years
at Williamson.
Arbor Day a t Sklppack.

Special Arbor Day exercises will
be held at the Skippack school to
morrow (Friday) at 2 p. m. A tree
will be planted and flowers and
plants will be set out. After these
exercises an appropriate literary
program will be rendered at Valley
House hall. Addresses will be de
livered by I. C. Williams, Esq.,
Deputy Commissioner of Forestry,
of Harrisburg, and Senator Alger
non B. Roberts.
Communicated.

T hat Bond.

At a recent meeting of the Town
Council of Trappe a motion, was
adopted requiring the tax-collector
to furnish a bond covering the
amount of taxes yet outstanding—
about $41. Since no such demand,
in previous years, was made of the
collector, perhaps the gentleman
who made the motion will gener
ously go my security for the exten
sive sum stated, or perhaps he will
content himself with the satisfaction
he derived from his motion. Thanks
for past favors.
T a x C ollector .

Death of Aged Couple Due to
Financial R everses.

Two deaths of aged Monroe
county residents occurred within
twelve hours as the result of the
selling of their old homestead and
farm. When they were told that
the mortgage bn their property
would be foreclosed, David Busger,
aged 74 years, and his wife, aged
71 years, predicted that they
would not live long to mourn their
financial loss. To friends the aged
man said: “ If I must leave the farm
it will kill me.” The old man’s
helpmate tried to hide her feelings
and made an attempt to cheer her
husband.
Death ended their
troubles. Busger died Thursday
afternoon, and Friday morning his
wife passed away, at Kresgeville,
Monroe county. The aged couple
had left the farm, where they had
spent more than fifty years of their
Deafness Cannot be Cnred
By local applications, as they cannot reach life, only a few days prior to their
the diseased portion of the ear. There is death.

only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
by cou&titatutional remedies. Deafness is
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
.rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
sult, and unless the inflammation can be
■taken out and thi< tube restored to the nor
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever ; nine cases out. of ten are caused by
•catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canshot be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
jB«:hd For circulars, free. F. J. CIIENEY
«&OO.. Toledo, Oi
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pill# for constipation

Public Spraying of Trees.

Caught Cold While Hunting a Burglar.
Mr. Wm. Tilos. Lanorgan, provincial Con
stable at Cbaplean, Ontario, says : “ I caught
a severe cold while hunting a burglar In the
lorest swamp last fall. Hearing of Cham
berlain’s Cough Remedy, I tried It, and after
using two small bottles, I was completely
cured'.” This remedy is Intended especially
for coughs and colds. It will loosen and re
lieve a severe cold in less time than by any
other treatment and is a favorite wherever
| its superior excellence has become known.
For sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and
M. T. Hnnstcker, Rahn Station.

PERSONAL.

M arkers for W ar Heroes.

Mr. and Mrs. William Allen of
Germantown visited relatives iu
Collegeville on Sunday.
Miss Eleanor B. Price, librarian
of Ursinus College, spent the
Easter vacation in Lititz, Pa.
A. B. Sloat, of Philadelphia, was
in town on- Friday and was a
welcome visitor at tbisoffice.
Miss Grubb, of Fifth avenue, has
returned home from a visit to her
brother J. W. Grubb, and family,
at Freemansburg, Pa.

Representative Reynolds, of Blair
county, Pa., has obtained from the
War Department permission for the
Fredericksburg Battlefield Memorial
Commission, Captain James M.
Clark, of New Castle, Secretary, to
erect in the Fredericksburg Na
tional Cemetery a monument and
markers to the Pennsylvania regi
ments comprising Humphrey’s di
vision, which made the celebrated
charge at Marye’s Heights, Va., on
December 13, 1862. The Pennsyl
vania Legislature last year appro
priated $22,500 for the erection of a
suitable monument to Humphrey’s
division. This information is of
great interest to those who partici
pated in that memorable charge on
the stone wall on Marye’s Heights
in the rear of Fredericksburg, Va.
Company I of the 129th regiment,
Pa. Voi., known as the “ Wetberill
Blues,” was recruited in this part
of Montgomery county and in the
vicinity of Pawling, Chester county.
The First Brigade was composed of
the 129th, 126th, 134th and 91st regi
ments, Pa. Voi., and commanded by
General Tyler. The Second Bri
gade was composed of the 123d,
131st, 133d ana 155th regiments,
Pa. Voi., and was commanded by
Colonel Allebach. These two bri
gades composed Humphreys’ di
vision. Bates’ history gives the
loss of this division in this charge,
in killed, wounded and missing,
as 1700. General Humphreys made
the following report after the bat
tle: “ I ordered the officers to the
front, apd with a hurrah Tyler’s
Brigade advanced gallantly over
thè ground under the heaviest fire
yet opened. The fire of the enemy’s
musketry and artillery furious as it
was before,, now became hotter.
The stone wall was a sheet of flame.
Officers and men fell rapidly close
up to the wall. The day and battle
closed with the charge of Tyler’s
Brigade of my division.”

DEATHS.

Charles Walker died at the home
of his son Frank Walker, at Audu
bon, Thursday, at the age of 80
years. The funeral was held on
Monday at 10 a. m. Interment at
Lower Providence Presbyterian
cemetery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel
in charge.
Harry LeRoy, son of Jacob B.
and Kate Cole, of Worcester, died
Saturday morning of typhoid fever,
aged 17 years. The funeral was
held on Wednesday of this week.
Interment at the Lower Providence
Presbyterian cemetery; underta
ker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
E aster Services a t Trinity Church.

The services at Trinity Reformed
church, this borough, Sunday morn
ing, were in apt accord with the
spirit of Eastertide and were duly
appreciated by the many who were
not detained at home on account of
gloomy weather. The program in
cluded excellent music by the choir
and the children of the Sunday
School, responsive readings lead by
the pastor, Dr. Yost, and the Sup
erintendent, Mr. Daniel Bartman;
recitations by members of the Sun
day School, a beautiful solo by Mrs.
Sara Ebert, and a very timely and
thoughtful address by the pastor.
Those who gave, recitations were :
Gideon Clamer, Maude Smull, Verna
Godshall, Russell Bartman, Alva
Bechtel, Carrie Godshall, Celia
Hamer, Carl Bechtel, Mary Seeman,
Annie Brugger, May Hunsicker,
Edith Humphrey, Laura Titus,
Lizzie Schwager, the last six named,
Died From Sm oke Suffocation.'
of the infant department, reciting
Mrs. Lydia Shelve, 65 years old, together.
mother of District Attorney Conrad
S. Sheive, died at her home in Nor
Fire a t Olevian Hall.
ristown, Sunday evening, from
Shortly after midnight, Sunday
smoke suffocation. Late Saturday night,
college student discovered
night Mrs. Sheive went to the third fire in athe
basement of Olevian Hall
floor of her residence in search of a
garment. She accidentally over —thé building used as a dormitory
turned a lighted lamp, setting fire by female students at Ursinus. Thé
of fire was spread through
to some clothing. She could easily alarm
town. While the firemen were
have escaped, but remained and the
the way with their engine, atried to extinguish the blaze. When on
the firemen arrived they found the hose was atached to one of the
house full of smoke aud the woman water mains of the large standpipe
College grounds.
The,
in a stupor. She was taken to the on the who
had not left town on
hospital,- but never regained con students
their Easter vacation assisted the
sciousness.
firemen in preventing the flames,
which were confined principally to
W edding Beils.
the cellar, from destroying the
At the home of the parents of the property. The plastered ceiling of
bride, Second avenue, this borough, the basement prevented the rapid
on Wednesday, April 18, at 1 p. m., spreading of the flames. The fire
Miss M. E. Schulze, daughter of originated from an incubator in
Mr. and Mrs. William Schulze, was operation in the basement. - The
united iu marriage to Mr. S. D. ioss approximates $100. The young
Sterigere of New Albany, Bradford ladies who have occupied the
county, Pa. The ceremony was building during the past winter
performed by the Rev. W. O. Fegely were absent on their vacation, and
in the presence of a few immediate thus escaped some exciting, if not
relatives of t.he bride and groom. dangerous, experience.
Mr. and Mrs. Sterigere are taking
a wedding tour aDd will be at home Jan ito r Frank R lngler Found Uncon
at their residence in New Albany,
Pa., after May 1.. Mr. Sterigere is scious in Public School Building.
U nconsciousness Ended in
a prominent business man in the
Death.
community where he lives; and is
President of the First National
Saturday morning when Miss
Bank of Dushore, Pa.
Bertha Moser, principal of the High
School, approached the public
school building, this borough, she
Correspondence,
beard groans and concluded that
One Farm er’s Experience.
some one within the building was
In response to call for statement in distress. Accompanied by Mrs.
of results obtained from last sea Sch wager she entered the building
son’s crops grown for the College ■ and found the janitor, Frank Ringville cannery, I wish to say that I ler, lying unconscious at the bot
expect to increase my. acreage of tom of the'cellar steps. Neighbors
both corn and tomatoes. While I were notified and Messrs. Geist and
did not realize any profit from my Ebbert removed the unfortunate
corn crop last year, my tomatoes man to his home. Wounds on his
were a decided success. From If face and head and arm indicated
acres I picked 25 tons of marketa that he had fallen down the stair
ble tomatoes. Now, if any farmer way. Dr. Krusen administered
can produce any crop for which he treatment in the absence of the
can realize more per acre, when family physician, Dr. Weber, whose
tomatoes are selling for $9 a ton, I services were not available at the
and many other farmers should like time. Mr. Ringler lingered in an
to become'acquainted with the crop. unconscious state until Monday
H orace A shenfelter .
evening, when death came. The
physicians are of the opinion that a
Meeting of Republican County
ruptured blood vessel in the brain
caused Mr. Ringler’s fall, aud that
Com m ittee.
A largely attended meeting of the the injuries he sustained only con
Republican County Committee was tributed in part to the fatal work of
held at headquarters in Norris the affection of the brain. The de
town, Tuesday morning, Chairman ceased, whose life had been one of
A. H. Hendricks presiding. It was hard and faithful toil, was one of
decided to hold the meeting in the most familiar figures about
Norristown on Tuesday, May 15, town. Years ago he served as
when nine delegates will be elected teamster for Gristock & Vanderto represent Montgomery county in slice, dealers in coal, etc., and for
the Republican -Convention at some years past filled the positions
Harrisburg on June 6. The time of lamplighter for the borough and
for the county convention, at which janitor of the school building. He
candidates for State Senator, Pro- is survived by his second wife and
thonotary, Poor Director and Jury three daughters, Ida, Lizzie aud
Commissioner are to be named, was Emma, and two sons Harry and
fixed for Tuesday, September 4. A Daniel Ringler. The funeral will
week later, September 11th, the be held next Saturday afternoon
Republicans of the four legislative at 2 o’clock. All services, and in
districts will meet in separate con terment, at theLutheran church and
ventions and nominate candidates cemetery, Trappe; undertaker J.L.
for representatives in the State Bechtel in charge.
Assembly.
A resolution was
Farm er S hot—Barn Burned.
adopted selecting Chairman Hen
dricks as a conferee with power to
The burning of a barn and the
appoint four other persons to meet finding of a farmer wounded by
conferees from Bucks county to pistol shots caused much excite
name time and place of Congressional ment in Lower Providence, Satur
Convention. Mr. Hendricks se day afternoon. Sanford .Schoonlected as his partners Howard maker, residing on the Getty farm,
Wood, of Lower Meeion; Joseph S. about haif-a-mile southwest of
Rambo, Norristown; J. G. . Prizer, Eagleville, was suffering from
Schwenksville, and Thomas Harper, wounds and lying on the barn
Jenkintown. J. Witaker Thomp bridge near the barn which was be
son called attention to the fact that ing destroyed by fire. He says that
by reason of the uniform primary when he entered the barn during
election laws, the rules of the party the afternoon he saw smoke issuing
will need revising to conform with from one of the stalls. Before he
the new mandates of the state. He could enter the burning structure
suggested that two persons from a man, evidently a tramp, put in his
each legislative district make the appearance. The stranger pulled
alterations before the County Con out a revolver and fired three shots
vention meets in September and to at Scboonmaker. All of the bullets
report to that body. Mr. Hendricks took effect. Schoonmaker says that
on the adoption of the plan, appoin notwithstanding he was wounded
ted A. B. Roberts and Samuel he fired several shots after the flee
Garner, of the first district, J. W. ing tramp. When assistance arrived
Thompson and R. R. Freed, of the the wounded mad was removed to
second; John Booth and Charles the residence of his sister, Mrs.
Johnson, of the third, and H. McC. Wolfe, who resides opposite the
Bechtel and Horace Eshbach of the theEagleville hotel. Drs. Weberand
fourth. There will be but one prim Anders dressed the wounds. Mrs.
ary election, to be held September 1, Schoonmaker and several neighbors
one set of delegates may serve at were unable to save the barn from
one or both Conventions, as the destruction. The building was
number of delegates from each of completely destroyed, together with
these districts will be two.
several wagons and sets of harness.
It is alleged that all the live stock
was removed from the barn before
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
A happy home is the most valuable pos the torch was applied. The loss on
session that is within the reach of mankind, the barn and outbuildings will
but you cannot enjoy Its comforts if you are reach several thousand dollars.
suffering from rheumatism. Tou throw They are fully insured. The horses
and cows had been let out of the
aside business cares when you enter your
barn and thus escaped burning to
home aud you can be relieved from those
death. There is considerable mys
rheumatic pains also by applying Chamber tery associated with the shooting of
lain’s Pain Balm. One application will give Schoonmaker and the origin of the
you relief and Its continued use for a short fire that destroyed the barn, and
time will briDg about a permanent cure.
For sale by J . W. Culbert, Collegeville, and there may be further developments
in due time.
M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station.

A S u r v iv o r .

E v a n s b u r g a n d V ic in ity .
On Tuesday Jesse Wanner, Jr.,
moved into Mrs. Force’s house re
cently vacated by Mrs. Johnson.
D. H. Casselberry is making ex
tensive repairs to bis tenant house
recently occupied by Wm. Ruth.
Last Thursday Henry Fegley’s
colt became fractious while tbeing
driven on the Level road and began
to kick. During the melee Mr.
Fegley’s right leg was struck,
causing a fracture just below the
knee. Drs. Horning and Weber at
tended the injury.
On Monday the horse of the
White Star laundry team did some
stunts on Church street entirely un
looked for by the driver. After~tbe
performance the horse looked as
though he bad taken a mud bath,
and the shafts and harness needed
repairs.

Items From Trappe.
F. S> Koons, of Schwenksville,
did the slate roofing on Dr. Royer’s
new house.
The Easter services at the Luth
eran and Reformed churches, Sun
day, were well attended, notwith
standing gloomy weather, and much
interest was taken in the well ren
dered exercises.
Sunday morning at 8 o’clock Mr.
Charles Kepler and Miss Ella Nora
Derr, both of East Greenville, were
united in matrimony at the Lutheran
parsonage by Rev. W. O. Fegely.
After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
Kepler were entertained by Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Keeler.
Mrs. Joseph Hunsberger, of Up
per Providence, was the guest of
Mrs. Annie R. Alderfer, Sunday.
Mi's. John S. Kepler, of East
Greenville, visited Mr. and Mrs.
M. H. Keeler, Sunday.
Tuesday evening of last week, at
the Lutheran parsonage, by Rev.
W. O. Fegely, Mr. S. R. Keeler, of
Royersford, and Miss Flora Sager,
of Philadelphia, were joined in wed
lock.
Robert Kepler, of Philadelphia,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Shalkop, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. T. Miller, of
Philadelphia, were entertained Sun
day by Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Shuler.
Miss Annie Millerand her friend,
of Philadelphia, were the Easter
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Miller.
At the Easter communion services
in St. Luke’s Reformed church, two
new members were received by re
newal of profession, making twentyfive additions for the year.
James R. Weikel is on duty this
week as a juror in the United States
District Court, Philadelphia.
A regular meeting of the School
Board was held Tuesday evening in
the school building.
At the settlement day meeting of
the Consistory and Board of Trus
tees in St. Luke’s Reformed church,
on Easter Monday,. the finances of
the church were found to be in a
very satisfactory condition.
Miss Ethel Sipple, a school teacher
at Tougkenamon, Chester county,
and Miss Ferree, a teacher of one of
the schools of Pottsgrove, visited
their parents on Sunday.
Hugh McLaughlin, of Worces
ter, has taken possession of the.
large farm belonging to the Dr.
Lewis Royer estates.

FROM OAKS.
Easter services were held at our
churches, Sunday, but the inclem
ency of the weather kept many from
attending who proposed to be there.
Charles Walker, of Audubon, was
buried on Monday.
Coal is becoming scarce, and our
coal merchant is about out of coal.
Therq.is to be a change in drivers
of Brodder’s bread wagans, as Mr.
Undercoffler will take Mr. Buckwaiter’s place down this way.
Frank Weaver, of Pinetown, drew
a prize of two dollars and one half
at the donation party given by the
Washington Association, No. 523,
P. O. S. of A. of Eagleville, Thurs
day evening last. A gentleman
from Philadelphia drew the balance.
Herbert Campbell, wife and
family, of Phoenixville, visited his
parents, Sunday.
The flag factory, John C. Dettra,
proprietor, is still doing a rushing
business.
We noticed several carloads of
coal on their way by way of the
Perkiomen Railroad.
Easter has been and is no more
until the next time. We managed
to put away a half-dozen eggs at
two sittings, not because our appe
tite demanded the consuming of so

many eggs, but because it was
Easter, and we could answer the
question, how many eggs did you
eat, Easter? However, eggs are
handy to have around in the house,
but about everything fried in
grease is not so healthy. The
weather Easter was very unpleas
ant; the rain through the night and
part of the day was a disappoint
ment all around, a disappointment
to those who proposed to wear a
dove of a bonnet and duck of a hat
on a perfect dress parade. It was
a typical April day, however, as
too much forwardness in the early
spring will develop early buds,
only to be destroyed by a May day
frost. With Easter ends the season
of self-denials, sacrifices, etc., and
we can throw off all restraints and
get back to first principles as be
fore. Throw off the sack cloth and
ashes and buy a new suit, if we
have the change.
Harry Campbell, Sr. moved to the
Mrs. Ellen Miller house, Perki
omen, Thursday, from the late
Joseph C. Brower tenant house on
Maio street, where he had lived
seventeen years. A long time to
live in one place. Many years ago
Mr. Brower lived in the same old
house until he built a grand old
mansion on a knoll just across the
run. In ante-bellum days he run a
tannery "near by, a coal yard and
store near the locks, known as
Brower’s locks, beside farming
the many acres of land he owned.
He was a busy man in his younger
days.
Joseph Kratz, Esq., and wife, nee
Grace Q. Meyers, of Philadelphia,
visited friends in Oaks and Green
Tree, Saturday, remaining over
Sunday.
The Misses Katherine and Leila
Jarrett, of Norristown, visited their
uncles, cousins and aunts, Satur
day.
Mrs. Harry Thomas visited
friends in Philadelphia, Sunday.
How about that fire company to
be organized here at O aks?'Now
spring is on her way, it is about
time something was doing in that
line.
There is a report the station agent
at Oaks will change his position to
an office near his home. He is a
base ball enthusiast, in fact manager
of the basq ball club here at Oaks,
and we would be sorry to hear of
his leaving here, as he is a good allaround man.
The grain, the grass, show signs
of spring. Lettuce and shad will
prove its near coming, and every
sign proves it will be summer time
by and by, though just bow many
summers some of us will enjoy is
beyond our knowing, until we cross
that river, where the ferryman
ferries you over to the other side,
but brings no one back.
Nate Boileau was in town, Sun
day, visiting parents and friends in
Green Tree.
We hear the wedding bells will
ring shortly.
Congressman Wanger will no
doubt succeed himself for another
term, and the four year term for
Congressmen should be the it.
Jack Detwiler has given up his
position in the brick works, and
has moved to Norristown, where he
will go into business.
Dr. and Mrs. Brown were tend
ered a surprise party by the mem
bers of the euchre dub, of which
they are members, on Saturday
evening, April 13. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. N. U. Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Dilts, Misses Wilkin
son, Bomvard, Detwiier, Davis,
Sara and Bertha Casselberry,
Boileau and Supplee; Messrs. Wilk
inson, Francis, Detwiler, Cassel
berry, G. U. Brown, Jr. and the
doctor’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
U. Brown of Norristown. A pleas
ant evening was spent, after which
refreshments were served.
Devil’s Island Torture
is d o worse than the terrible case of Piles
that afflicted me 10 years. Then I was ad
vised to apply Bueklen’s Arnica Salve, aud
less than a box permaueutly cured me,
writes L. S. Napier, of Rubles, Ky. Heals
all Wounds, Burns and So es like magic.
25c. at Joseph W. Culbert's, the druggist.

Is the Moon Inhabited?
Science has proven that the moon has an
atmosphere, which makes life in some form
possible o b that satellite; hut not for human
beings, who have a hard enough time on
this earth of ours; especially those who
don’t kn- w that Electric Differs cure Head
ache, biliousness, Malaria, Chills and Fever,
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid
Liver, Kidney Complaints, Central Debility
and Female Weaknesses. Unequalled as a
general Tonic and Appetizer for weak per
sons and especially for the aged. It Induces
sound sleep. Fully guaranteed by Joseph
W. Culbert, druggist. Price only 50c.

,
.
The annual meeting of the members
A
of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire In
nnual

m e e t in g

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts,..........................$170,951 39
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ...
96 28
U. S. bonds to secure circulation........ 40,000 00
Bonds, securities, etc.,....................... 212,400 00
Bankinghouse, furniture aud fixtures, 5,500 00
Other real estate owned,.................
1,180 00
Due from National Banks (not re
serve agents.............................
1,098 62
Due from State Banks and bankers..
337 89
Due from approved reserve agents.... 71,500 59
Checks and other cash items,...........
161 90
Notes of other National Banks...........
125 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents, ................................
527 27
LA W FU L M O N E Y R ESERV E IN B A N K ,

viz:

i i .k

M

ro u te fo r sale.

F or sale cheap, a milk route through
Evansburg and Collegeville. Apply to
W. D. HALLMAN,
R. D. X.
Collegeville, Pa.
o r m ale.
A parlor stove—double heater, and a
set of surrey harness. Apply at
BLACKSMITH SHOP,
4-19.
Near Perkiomen Bridge.

F

or n

F

t i.E ,

A black mare, coming 5 years old,
sound, has kind disposition, and is a good
driver. Apply to
3-89.
L. H. REBER, near Trappe.

o u S4i.Fi.
F
Good-will and stock and fixtures of
a first-class oyster and eating house.
Good reason for selling. Address
J. C. WARD,
407 Marshall S t., Norristown, Pa.

I
> Directors.
)

jp U B J L IC S A L E O F

MALE O F S H E N A N 
A H V A L L E Y , VA.
P UDB OL IC

COWS and SHOATS!
g »

©

:

a

' Will be sold a t public sale, on -SATUR
DAY, APRIL 21, 1906, a t Bubeck’s Hotel,
Gratersford, Pa., 10 or 12 nice fresh and
springer cows, and 100 feeding and keepover shoats. All good, healthy, money
making stock. Sale promptly a t 12.30
o’clock p. m. Conditions hv
JOHN f>. FISHER.

jpUBLIG SALE OF
HIGH GRADE

H O R SES!
s fi

a i

Will he sold a t public sale for the high
dollar on MONDAY, APRIL 30, 1906, a t
Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, an express car
or sa le.
load of high-grade Lebanon and Dauphin
A double brick house on
County Horses. They consist of farm
Sixth avenue, Collegeville. The'
chunks, heavy draft horses, mated teams,
house is most substantially built
coach and driving horses, fast pacers and
aDd in first-class repair, and in all
respects is a very attractive and desirable trotters, and several fancy saddle horses.
Also two pairs of young, well-broken
home. For particulars address
mules. These horses range in age from 4
H. W. SPARE,
to 7 years, all good sizes and colors and
3-8.
65 Broadway, New York.
well broke and acclimated. Most of them
were shipped last fall from Michigan and
Indiana, and are seasoned and ready for
or sale!
Twenty shoats, finely bred; 10 sows, use. Here is a chance to get just what
you
want, worth the money. Be on hand
with pigs; 3 boars; 15 cows, some fresh,
others fat; 800 chickens, 8 fine mules, 5 h. early as we will s ta rt the sale promptly
p. engine, 7 h. p. boiler, steam milk sepa a t 1 o’clock. Horses can be seen two
rator, new butter churn, butter worker. days prior to sale. Commission horses
Other articles useful to farmers. Apply will be sold for 6 per cent, and cash paid
to consignors on day of sale. Sale a t 1
to
B. ALBRICI, Woxall, Pa.
o’clock. Conditions by
j
Near Salford S tation, Perk. R. R.
J. A. RHOADES.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
AN TED .
An experienced cook a t the County
HORT NOTICE PUBLIC MALE
Home. Apply to
OF
J. F. VOORHEES, Steward.
Box 300, Royersford, Pa.
SHENANDOAH VALLEY, VA.

F

F

W

ANTED.
I w ant to buy some good paying
W
business, or become interested in same—

either manufacturing or commercial—in
Collegeville or in any of the surrounding
towns or villages. S tate particulars and
address
P. WALLIS,
3941 Reese S t., Philadelphia, Pa.

S

I K O I R S E S
^^^P^

55b

fffc

SEE

Will be sold a t public's ale, on SATUR
DAY, APRIL 21, 1906, a t Bubeck’s Hotel,
Gratersford, Pa., one carload of extra
good Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, horses
ranging in age from 3 to 5 years old, of
ANTED.
good color and size. I selected these
White girl to do general house horses myself specially to suit the demands
work. Apply to
W. C. STETLER,
of my customers. I have drivers, draft
6100 Ridge Avenue, Roxboro, Phila., Pa. and general purpose horses, all Well broke
and ready for work. I wish to make
mention of a 5-year-old bay combination
AN TED .
horse,
broke and a very hard one to
Good girl or woman for house find hiswell
equal. These horses will arrive
work. Two in family. Wages, $4 per on Friday
for your inspection and all I
week. Apply to
is come and see them and you will find
IDA Z. ANDERSON JONES (M. D.) ask
one of the best loads th a t I ever shipped.
814 Gay S t., PhcenixvUle, Pa.
A horse buyer J o r acclimated horses will
be a t the sale, hut they must be shown be
fore
12 o’clock on sale day. Don’t miss
e i .p w a n t e d .
sale as I w ant to sell every animal,
A man and wife to do gardening this
and housework. The man must be a good and I have the kind. Sale a t 1 o ’clock
gardener and the wife a first-class cook. p. m. Conditions by
J . H. FISHER, agt.
Good wages. Apply to
i S. C. JOHNSON,
s-18.
Glenwood, Collegeville, Pa.
o o k o u t f o r l im e r ic k
Public Sale ol
ANTED.
A young man with one or two
years’ experience in a carriage paint shop.
Chance for advancement. Apply to
30 new wagons of all kinds. 30 sets of
F. R. ALBRIGHT,
harness by Lapp. A t Kline’s hotel. Lim
Black Horse Carriage Works. erick,
on SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1906.
R. D. No. 8, Norristown.
4-18.
We will have a.fine assortment of harness
of all kinds in use; also rubber and steel
tire fallingtops and runabouts, two-seat
ANTED.
A steady single man for general surries in various styles, market and milk
wagons.
Everything will be sold abso
farm work; one who can handle a team.
lutely to the highest bidders. Old wagons
Good wages. Apply to
taken in exchange. Come for bargains.
JONAS A. CASSEL,
Manager Erdenheim Farm. Sale a t 2 p. m., sbarp.
W. H. ROSENBERRY,
Chestnut Hill, Pa.
4-18.
H. B. LAPP.

W

H

W

L

Carriages and H arness!

W
N

o t ic e t o f a r m e r s .

Our patrons and flrlends are In
vited to inspect onr stock o f
Seeds. Plants, etc., and will find them
better tban in previous years. It
Is a mistake to judge by prices, without see
ing the article. Compare the quality
of onr plants, etc., before buying else
where, and be convinced that tbe best
is the cheapest. We have the following
now ready :
Doz. 100 1000

Early Cabbage Plants,

4 kinds, transplanted,
.10 .65 $5.00
Early Cabbage Plants, 4 kinds
not transplanted,
.08 .50 3 50
Lettuce Plants, 4 kinds .06 .35 8.00
Seed Potatoes, choice kinds, that we
recommend. Try them.

Ready April 25.
TOMATO PLANTS, transplanted, 15c. to
30c. per doz.; $1.00 to $1 25 per 100.
RED BEET PLANTS, early, 6c. per doz.;
40c. per 100.
PEPPER PLANTS, transplanted, 18e. to
20c. per doz.; $1 00 to $1.25 per 100.
EGG PLANTS, transplanted, 25c. to 30c.
per doz ; $1.75 to $3.00 per 1.00.
We have over 150,000 Vegetable Plants
now growing, and more to follow. Other
plants quoted later. COME AND SEE OUR
SPRING DISPLAY. Send far price list,
free to all.
LAWN GRASS and WHITE CLOVER
SEEDS should he sown now.
Try our Sweet Peas and Nasturtiums. A
fuU stock of Garden Seeds, of the very best
kinds, aud thousands of Geraniums, Roses,
Verbenas, and other bedding plants, in fine
shape.
All orders by mail and those left with the
Collegeville and Greeniane Bakers will re
ceive prompt attention.

Specie.................................. 19,418 75
Legal tender notes............ 2,520 00— 21,938 75
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas
urer (5 per cent« of circulation)
2,000 00
Total,.................
$527,818 19
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in ,....................... $100,000 00
Surplus fund,...................................... 100,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid...................................... 24,017 33
National Bank notes outstanding,.... 40,000 00
Due to other National Banks,. . . . ......... 16,310 99
Dividends unpaid,............................. 4.864 00
Individual deposits subject to check.. 242,625 82
T o tal,.................. ..................... $627,818 19
State of Pennsylvania, County i
of Montgomery,
j 8S*
H O R A C E R IM B Y
I, John Q-. Prizer, Cashier of the above
Seedsman, Florist and Grower of
named bank, do solemnly affirm that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
Vegetable Plants,
and belief.
4-12.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
JOHN G. PRIZER, Cashier.
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 10th
day of April, A. D., 1906.
JONATHAN B. GRUBB, N-. P.
♦
Correct—A ttest:
H. W. KRATZ,
H. H. FJSTTEKOLF,
PETEK A. METZ,

H i

L

s t a t e n o t ic e .

O F T H U C O N D IT IO N O F T H K N A T IO N A L
B A N K O F S C H W E N K S V IL L E , A T S C H W E N K S V IL L E ,
IN T H E STA TE O F P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T TH E
CLO SE O F B U S IN E S S , A P R IL 6 , 1 9 0 0 .
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Will be sold at.public sale, on THURS
DAY, APRIL 19, 1906, a t Beckman’s
hotel. Trappe, one carload of fresh cows,
lot of shoats and pigs, and one stock bull.
These cows have been carefully selected in
Union and Centre counties, and they are
a lot of extra milk and butter producers.
Sale a t 2 o’clock, sbarp. Conditions by
HENRY WALTER.
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.

FRESH COWS!

E

E

FRESH COWS!

surance Company of Montgomery County
will he held a t Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
Collegeville, on MONDAY, MAY 7, 1906,
a t one o’clock p. m. An election for thir
teen managers for the ensuing year will be
held between the hours of 1 and 3 p. m.
Will he sold a t public sale, on FRIDAY,
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
APRIL 27, 1906, a t Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel, one carload of fresh cows direct
from Perry county. This is a lot of well
ost.
selected cows; much better than the last
On February 88, between Spring City load. They are of good size, well shaped
and Evansburg, a n utt and oil cup com and big milk and butter producers. Also
bined, from my white hearse. Finder will one stock bull. Sale a t 2 o’clock. Condi
please notify me and receive reward.
tions by
F. H. BERNHISEL.
J. K. KIMES, Undertaker,
L. H.Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
Spring City, Pa.

The Collegeville Canning Company
will take all the corn and tomatoes
brought to the factory in a marketable
condition during the canning season. The
Company will pay $9 a ton for the toma
toes. The varieties th a t will be used are
Stowell’s Evergreen Corn and the Stone
Tomato. Growers must be careful not to
plant corn near field corn to avoid cross
ing. The tom ato seed is now on sale a t
s t a t e n o t ic e .
E state of James W. Keel, late of Gristook’8 feed store, and the seed corn
Upper Providence township, Montgomery will be on sale sale in ample time. I t is
county, deceased. Letters testamentary desired by the Company th a t farmers of
having been granted the undersigned, all the community will take advantage of the
persons indebted to said estate are re raising of these vegetables, as more can he
quested to make immediate payment, and realized than by growing any other farm
A. T. ALLEBACH, Secretary.
those having legal claims to présent the crop.
same w ithout delay to
TEANNA KEEL, Executrix,
Royersford K. P. D. No. 3.
Or her agent, Henry W. Kratz, Norris
town, Pa.
3-29
E state of Anna M. Kendall, late of
Trappe, Montgomery county, deceased.
Letters testamentary on the above estate
haying been granted the undersigned, all
persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment, and
those having legal claims, to present the
same w ithout delay to
WILLIAM McHARG, Executor,
Trappe, Pa.
Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
town, Pa.
4-4.

p i l l l .l t SALE O F

Insure Your H orses^

T3UBLIC SALE OF

Personal Property I
Will he sold a t public sale on WEDNES
DAY, APRIL 25, 1906, a t the residence of
the undersigned in the borough of Trappe,
the following personal property belonging
to the estate of Anna M. Kendall, deceased : One parlor suite, one w alnut bed
room suite, 2 bureaus, washstand, bed
spring and mattress, chest, half-dozen
cane-seated chairs, sideboard, table,
stand, commode, mantle clock, 2 rocking
chairs, Home Sunshine range, good as
new; 20 yards ingrain carpet, rugs, carpet
and oil cloth, oil stove, oil cook stove,
pair of blankets, bedding, quilts, sheets,
washtub and cans,: knives, forks, spoons,
dishes, lamps, table linen, glassware, large
lamp, lot of pictures, lo t of canned fruits,
five shares of stock of the N ational Bank
of Pottstow n, four shares of stock of the
Spring Garden Farmers’ Market Com
pany, Philadelphia, three Trappe borough
bonds, and many other articles not here
mentioned. Sale to commence a t one
o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
WILLIAM McHARG,
Executor of the estate of Anna M.
Kendall, deceased.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
JohnS. McHarg, clerk.

o

RPH ANN’ COURT SALE OF

REAL ESTATE!

E state of John R. Thomas, deceased.
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’
Court of Montgomery county, will he ex
posed to public sale on the premises in the
township of Norriton, county of Mont
gomery and S tate of Pennsylvania, on
MONDAY, A PRIL 23, 1906, a t 2 o’clock,
p. m., the following real estate, to wit:
No. 1, consists of a tract of land of be
tween 12 and 13 acres with some lots sold
off situate on the Turnpike road a short
distance above the Jeffersonville Hotel,
fronting on the turnpike road leading to
Collegeville. The improvements consist of
a three-story frame dwelling
house, containing 10 rooms, heat«ed by steam and supplied with
■water from an artesian well; has
on it large barn sufficient to stable 36
head of stook. Frame sheep stable, suffi
cient to hold 300 or 400 head, to which is
attached an office and Fairbanks’ scales
in good condition, and other outbuildings
to suit.
No. 2, adjoins No. 1, and consists of
trac t of land of about 8 acres, and the im
provements on it consist of a ‘
large stone house w ith a spring}«,,,
of neverfailing water. House con- JJ**
tains 9 rooms and is in good sub-liS
stantial condition. This trac t fronts on
the road running from Ridge Turnpike to
Egypt Road.
Also a t the same time and place will be
sold the following personal property: Two
horse wagon, two buggies, harrows, rakes,
threshing machine, and other articles not
herein more speciflcially enumerated.
These properties can be viewed by going
to the premises on the turnpike just north
of the hotel a t Juffersonville. Conditions
on day of sale by
J. QUINCY THOMAS,
MORGAN H. THOMAS,
Administrators.
E. L. Hallman and Thomas Hallman,
Attorneys.

against loss by death from disease or acci
dent In the L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
ANTED.
LANT the Best Gold Coin Need occurs.
By Chicago wholesale and mail or
Polatoes—$l Per Bushel.
I. Z. REINER, President.
der
house,
assistant manager (man or
Tbe seed from which these potatoes was
D. M. CA88ELBERRY, Secretary.
woman) for this county and adjoining
grown was obtained last year in Northern
Appraisers:
territory.
Salary
$20 and expenses paid
New York a t a cost of $3 per bushel, the
weekly; expense money advanced. Work
price now demanded by all seedsmen. Dur THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
pleasant; position permanent. No invest
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
ing growth they were frequently sprayed
W . E. BEAN, Trooper. ment or experience required. Spare time
with Bordeaux mixture and are abso
valuable. Write a t once for full particu
lutely free from blight or ret. The Gold
lars and enclose self-addressed envelope.
Coin, it is conceded, excels all others in
SUPERINTENDENT, ,
E T Y O U R Fosters Printed mi
quality.
B. F. EVES,
3-15.
132 Lake S t , Chicago, 111.
tbe Independent Office.
Fircroft, Collegeville.
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wooden nanaies. A large variety of
materials may be used, however, such
as horn, china, bone, agate, pearl,
K
TRICKS OF THOSE WHO OPERATE IN Ivory, sliver and gold. Gold and silver,
quite naturally, enter Into the construc
JEWELRY STORES.
tion of the more expensive grades of
umbrellas, some of which, in price,
T h e W a y O ne P la c e W a s C o m p le te ly
have been known to bring as high as
C lea n e d Out—H o w Sh o w W in d o w s
$150 or $200. A wooden handle may
A re B r o k e n —G e ttin g a S a fe T h a t
likewise be expensive, depending upon
W a s B o lte d to th e F lo o r in g .
the quality of the wood used. Ebony,
A number of jewelers were dining to petrified wood, fir, oak and elder are
gether and with the cigars the talk as well known to the umbrella men,
turned on jewelry thieves and their who manufacture 15,000,000 umbrellas
a year.
methods.
The umbrella has been developing
The first story was told of an In
dividual who was seen lounging about rapidly during the last few years.
We pick up even a cheap one nowa-1
the plate front window of a jewelry
store. No particular attention was days, press a button and the top
paid to the man at the time, but the spreads itself like an eagle ready for
clerks recalled the incident after the Its flight. We are going away, and an
robbery. In this instance the man ap ordinary umbrella is too long to put in
peared a number of times In front of our grip. We find among our assort
Just because we advertise seasonable goods the store. One evening soon after dark ment of umbrellas and parasols one
in their season, one must not overlook the
is meant for just such an emer
there was a sudden crash, and a rob which
fact tbat we sell
gency and which In a most accommo
ber was actively engaged In scooping dating
folds up to suit the size
In jewels with a hooked stick. In of our manner
traveling bag. Other new ones
thirty seconds he was done and away. lock with a key. Some spread their
Whenever you want a lock or a hook or a Bystanders stood as If petrified until shade over eight or nine feet of terri
handle or a spring, or any of the thousand the man struck out at a run. Then
and one things classed as hardware, remem the store people and the bystanders tory, and manufacturers aver that
these are but a few of the Improve
ber this is the place to come to.
Everything in Hardware, Cut realized what had occurred and shout ments which we may expect.—Ameri
ing “Thief!” started after the man.
lery and Tools.
can Inventor.
The man dropped his bag. The pur
suers stopped and seized the bag. They
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
returned to the store with the bag In
high
glee,
remarking
incidentally
that
PHtENIXVILLE, PA.
Of all the words in the English lan
there was no need in chasing the thief guage “don’t tell” are paid the least
J. P. STETLER, Manager.
because here were the goods. The pro attention.
prietor of the store and all the clerks
The only trouble with experience as
had followed, but, having farther to a teacher is that the knowledge she
go than the crowd, were behind and gives comes too late.
were met by the people with the bag.
The trouble with the average father
Proudly the bag was opened. It con being prepared for a rainy day Is that
tained a brick. The thief had dropped bis daughter’s wedding day gets him
It to check the pursuit. Realizing the first.
trick had succeeded, the crowd, head
Don’t cultivate that habit of looking
ed by the salesmen and proprietor, for something to worry about. You
went back to the store, only to discover may some day have your search re
that the window had been cleaned of warded.
stock and the counters were bare of a
Sometimes people complain of their
number of costly articles.
Individuality being crushed out when
A policeman on duty said that after It would really be the best thing that
the proprietor and clerks of the store could happen to them.
ran for the departing thief a neatly
Gratitude is a strange thing. You
dressed gentleman, with all the airs of never find it where it should be found,
a member of the firm, gave directions but In cases where there Is seemingly
COAL FOR AM, PURPOSES,
to two other men to get the stuff out little or nothing to be grateful for It
and Coal that Is good, is the only kind we of the windows and told him (the offi abounds.—Atchison Globe.
have to offer. When you use our Coal it cer) that this was being done as a pre
will not be found necessary to pile on shovel caution against theft while the win
A ll e v ia t in g C ircum stn uce.
ful after shovelful, or continually rake out dow was broken. In some first class
It distressed Miss Willing to find
ashes. It is clean, free from slate, burns stores there Is a regular danger signal how much the little girls In her Sun
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you ex arranged, and the men are drilled each day school class thought about dress
pect anything better? Let us know your week. When the danger gong sounds and outward adorning. She never lost
wants and we will quote you a price tbat one man takes his place at the door, an opportunity to tell tbem how slight
another at the telephone to send word was the Importance of such things.
will tempt you f etc.
to the police, another with running
“The reason I “didn’t come last Sun
qualities makes for the door In readi day was because my coat wasn’t fin
ness to pursue, aud so on.
ished,” said small Mary Potter one
Among other stories told were some day when questioned as to her nonCOAL, LUMBER, FEED,
relating to the tricks and devices of appearance the week before. “My old
the jewelry thieves. The robber often one had spots on It that wouldn’t come
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
works at night or sometimes during a off and a place where the buttons bad
crowd by cutting out a disk of glass torn through.”
near where some costly goods are
“But, Mary, dear,” said the teacher
Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed
shown. He may reach in and secure gently, "you know It’s not the outside
By This Company.
something and be off before detected that really matters."
if he Is quick. Sometimes he has a
“Yes’m, I know/’ said little Mary,
— IT —
tong Instrument hidden under his coat, “but, Miss Willing, mother had ripped
so that he can reach In and pick up a the lining out, so there wasn’t any In
Allows Interest on Oepeslts.
watch. Often again he uses a simple side to look at!”—Youth’s Companion.
Insnres Title to Real Estate.
stick with a slightly turned end, hook
ing into a ring.
A FAMOUS SONG WRITER.
Executes Trnsts.
The process of crushing in a plate
Issues Bonds o f Suretyship.
front during the intervals of the pa p o ste r W as. C a lle d th e E d g a r A lla n
P o e o f M usic.
Rents Boxes in Bnrglar - Proof trol of the police, at the same time
Stephen Collins Foster, the most popmaking no noise, Is done by pasting
Vault.
cloth or heavy paper on the glass. A ular of American song writers and
IiOans Money on Mortgage and wood mallet Is used, the hammer ends composers, has been called the Edgar
being securely bound up In a heavy Allan Poe of music. Like Poe, he was
Collateral.
woolen fabric stuffed with excelsior or a genius. He came of Virginia parent
kindred material. With this soft head age, received a good education and died
Takes Charge o f Real Estate.
ed mallet it Is possible to bang away in New York Jan. 13, 1884, In the
Issues le tte rs o f Credit.
noiselessly at the glass until the pane height of his fame, a penniless wander
begins to crumble. Unless the plate is er. He was born in Pittsburg July 4,
usually thick an opening can be made 1826.
without much trouble.
He learned easily, and after receiv
In recent years jewelry thieves, like ing private lessons In music and draw
bank robbers, have rented quarters ing taught himself to play on the
near the place they intended to rob flageolet, guitar and banjo. He also de
Main and DeKalb Sts*
and lived there long enough to stndy voted several years to the voice and
the situation. In one case a room .was piano. Then he turned his attention to
hired over a jewelry store and en composing songs and dialect ballads
trance effected to the store by means and dialect songs. At the age of seven
of a rope ladder dropped from the win teen, while employed in Louisville, Ky.,
SECÒND-HAND
dow of the room to a window leading he published the serenade “Open Thy
to a hall In the store portion. In an Lattice,' Love,” which was instantly
other case the bar spreader was used successful. Then followed “Uncle Ned,”
to open the bars of a window. This “O Susannah,” which were sung by a
device consists of a spirally threaded minstrel troupe, and Stephen Poster be
shaft fitted into two blocks, with a came famous far and wide.”
F O R
central piece with a bar for turning.
Marrying, In 1844, Jennie McDowell,
The blocks are adjusted between two he came to New York, where In rapid
-A T —
bars, the central piece turned, where succession he supplied his publishers
upon the spiral shaft causes the blocks with songs which became famous—
to expand sidewise, forcing the bars “Old Kentucky Home,” “Massa’s In De
COIiliEGEVIIilE, PA.
open. Then the Intruder can pass In.
Cold, Cold Ground,” “Old Dog Tray,”
A story was told of the removal of a "Willie, We Have Missed You” and
Two Gears for Farm Wagons,
safe in which the proprietor of a Jewel “Sweet Ellen Bayne.” But the song
Several Second-hand buggies, ry store was accustomed to put his
that is best known In many lands Is
costly stock each night. It was not a “The Suwanee River,” for which Chris
One Buggy with Pneumatic Tires,
large safe, but exceedingly strong, and tie’s minstrels gave him at the begin
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout. because of Its light weight a number
ning $50. In addition he received roy
of bolts were put through the floor and alties on Its sale of over half a million
connected with the safe bottom. The copies and the honor of knowing that
H E N R Y Y O S T , JR .
proprietor often said that thieves could eminent singers like Jenny Lind sang
not take the safe unless they took floor it to applauding thousands.
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
and all. Not long after the store was
His last song, a negro melody, “Old
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M entered, anu, behold, the thieves had
Joe,” is still a favorite. A fourth
sawed out the section of the floor to Black
his 150 songs were In negro dialect,
which the safe was fixed. The safe of
was bound up with rope, the latter among which were "Nellie Bly,” “Nell
FRAN K W . SHALKOP, passed
under the separated section of Was a Lady” and “Nancy Tile.”
flooring,
and, when the boards were
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
TH E ELYSEE PALACE.
sawed through, safe, floor and all were
lowered Into the basement and readily
a ree r o f th e
W h ite
moved out through the basement door, C h e c k e r e dH ouCse
o f Fran ce.
put Into an express wagon and carted
The Elysee palace, situated In the
off.—Jewelers’ Circular-Weekly.
Rue Faubourg Salnt-Honore, Is a cross
TR A PP E , PA.
between a country house and a hotel.
H a rsh M easure«.
“Don’t you occasionally have com It has had a checkered career since Its
erection In 1718 and has harbored some
pany at the house that bores you?”
“Often, but we have a remedy. We queer characters. Louis V. presented
always let our little Johnnie recite.”— It to Mme. de Pompadour. Who knows
how many lettres de cachet went out
Milwaukee Sentinel.
of the gates to imprison those who
Defined.
lampooned her? Under Louis XVI. it
Teacher—Who knows what triplets was called the Elysee Bourbon. Dur
are? Tea er’s Pet—I know. Two ing the revolution it became national
twins and one left over.—Woman’s property, was put up for sale, found no
purchaser and was turned Into a gov
I will have the assistance o f Daniel Shuler, Home Companion.
ernment printing office. During the
an undertaker of many years' experience,
and shall spare do effort to meet the fullest
Idleness walks so slowly that pover dlrectoire there were gay doings In the
expectations of those who will entrust we to ty has no trouble In catching up with fine old rooms, and the 'mervellleuses
serve them.
and incroyables danced and gambled
It.
-iSF* Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
from sunset to sunrise. The rooms
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
were let to a syndicate who made a
UMBRELLAS.
large fortune out .of the speculation.
T h e V a rio u s P ro ce sses W h ic h B a to r
Since then the palace has been occu
In to T h e ir M aking;.
pied by Murat, Napoleon I., Louis
The ribs and stems of an umbrella are Bonaparte and Queen Hortense, Alex
generally made In factories having a ander I. of Russia and the Due de
specialty of these items and are sent Berrl. After the revolution of 1830 it
thence to the real manufacturer. Hera remained unoccupied until Louis Na
first the man whose work It Is to as poleon made it his residence while he
was president of the republic. Nearly
semble the parts inserts a hit of wire all the subsequent presidents of the
into the small boles at the end of the present republic have added to It. The
ribs, draws them together about the large glass awning seen from the Fau
main rod and puts on the ferrule.
bourg, called by the scoffers “the mon
In cutting the cloth seventy-five thick key palace,” was the work of Carnot
nesses or thereabouts are arranged up His also Is the large ballroom. The
on a splitting table, at which skilled left wing was built by Louis Napoleon,
operators work. In another room are a and Grevy added a room overlooking
number of girls who operate hemming the garden. None of the presidents
machines. A thousand yards of hem seem to fancy its state bedroom, nor
MADE TO ORDER.
med goods Is but a day’s work for one do they write at the Louis XVI. table,
Full stock of harness supplies, saddles, of these girls. The machines at which ornamented with brass work chiseled
bridles, bogts, blankets for summer and they work are geared to a high speed.
by Gouttiere. They have one and all
winter, stable brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
After hemming, the cloth Is cut Into preferred to furnish small rooms away
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten triangular pieces with a knlfe_as be from the solemn state apartments and
tion to box trade.
fore, but with a pattern laid upon the use an ordinary desk such as we find
cloth. The next operation Is the sew In any office.—Boston Transcript
W . E. JO H N SO N ,
ing of the triangular pieces together by
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
machinery.
L in c o ln th e L a w y e r ,
The covers and the frames are now
I t is conceded by all his contempo
ready to be brought together. In all raries that Lincoln was the best all
o r r i s t o w n
iie k a i .d
R OOK BINDERY. Binding, there are twenty-one places where the around Jury lawyer of his day In Il
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Numbercover Is to be attached to the frame in linois. Undoubtedly his knowledge of
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business the average umbrella.
human nature played an important
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
The handle Is next glued on, and the part In his success. He possessed an
bound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished. umbrella is ready for pressing and In other quality, however, which Is al
Address,
spection. By far the greater number most if not quite as essential' in jury
MORGAN; R. WILLS, Proprietor.
of umbrellas today are equipped jvith work, and that Is clearness and simLIGHT ano H E m /Y ”T
HARDWARE.

Hardware All the Hear Round,

Thel.OenjamiiiCo.

SCHEMES OF THIEVES

pilcity of statement. Has logical mind
marshaled facts in such orderly se
quence anii he interpreted them in such
simple language that a child could fol
low him through the moat complicated
cause, am! las mere recital of the is
sues Lad the force of argument.—Fred
erick Trevor Hill lu Century.
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Y O ST ’S L I V E R Y

Undertaker Embalmer

THE BEST HARNESS

N

W e i t z e n k o r n s ’ C h i l d r e n ’s W e e k

SUITS

A n E x p lo r e r 's S tr a ta g e m .

Sir Harry Johnston, the famous ex
plorer, once escaped from a very tight
corner in Africa by a queer stratagem.
A score or two of murderous natives
had surrounded his tent, Into which,
before rushing it, they sent an envoy.
The envoy was told the smallpox was
In the camp, and a wretched Albino
was sent out as the awful example. In
five minutes the scared tribesmen had
vanished. As Sir Harry well knew;
they feared the “white disease” more
than all the inventions of Maxim.
l it * W o r k s.

“A man is known by his works,” de
clared the Irrepressible reformer, who
was addressing a large and enthusias
tic audience.
“Yours must be a gas works!” shout
ed a rude, uncultured person who occu
pied a back seat.
O b lig e d to Move.

“What, you are not going to move
again?” said Mr. Jones to his brother.
"I thought you liked your little flat”
"So we did when we moved In, but
my wife has gained ten pounds, and
we need more room.”
Good nature is the very air of a good
mind, the sign of a large and generous
soul and the peculiar soil in which vir
tue prospers.—Goodman.

PENNING T H E CHICKS,
L a b o r Saving; A r r a n g e m e n t o f M oth
e r H en a n d F a m ily ,

In the necessary dally moving of
the chick pen time and annoyance
may be saved by having the pen made
of Inch thick twelve foot boards, at
least a foot wide and securely fastened
together at their ends, preferably with
screws and Iron braces. Pieces of
4 by 4 scantling beveled to form an
equilateral triangle will do if numer-

W.H.GRISTOCK’S SONS

Norristown Trust Co.

that, while nodules on tbe roots ot soy
beans and cowpeas on fairly fertile
soil may not noticeably Increase tbe
yield, they may increase to an Impor
tant extent the relative and absolute
amounts of nitrogen In the plants and
thus add to their value as green ma
nures and as food.

PEN AND OOOP.

ous nails are used to fasten all togeth
er. But such coops cannot be “knock
ed down” and Btored from season to
season In a pile, as the braced style
can if the screws are removed. The
ends of each board should be beveled
to form half a right angle, or fortyfive degrees.
In one corner a coop may be made
consisting of a removable roof to fit
over the sides of the pen and ef a
height sufficient to accommodate the
hen, goose o r turkey mother. This top
should slant to shed rain and from its
front slats may extend downward Into
the pen to keep the mother In when de
sired.
In use the time saving management
consists In the method of moving as
well as in the feature of “knocking
down.” The coop is placed hi the cen
ter of a grass plot at least twenty-four
feet across lu each direction, and when
moving time arrives the chicks are at
tracted to a little food at B, while the
operator lifts the pen at A and, using
C as a pivot, carries the point A
around to D. In order to make the
chicks move forward from B when the
coop Is moving the food should be placed
close to tbe side of the pen and some
more on the other side—namely, at E.
After a few movlngs the chicks learn
to go forward promptly. Each day the
pen Is moved In the same way until It
occupies the place marked 6. Then
It may be moved to new ground by
turning on one of Its other corners,
say, F, so that, for Instance, tbe coop
will be at G, as Indicated by the dotted
line. From this point as a new center
the daily movement may continue as
before.—American Agriculturist
S u cco tash H ay.

G A RD EN

AND

TOP COATS.

KEYBOARD

For exercise of body and diversion of
mind try tbe garden fad. Open tbe
doors and live in tbe garden.
Very many old gardens will be bene
fited by a sprinkling of slaked lime. A
lump tbe size of an ordinary loaf of
bread will answer for ten square feet
of surface. Rake it In lightly.
When the first rough leaves appear
on tomato seedlings the plants should
be transplanted to other boxes about
two inches apart. By the middle of
April they can be exposed to sunlight
and air out of doors for a few hours
every day to harden them off.
If you wish to have new potatoes
on the Fourth of July prepare trenches
five Inches deep In the warmest and
sunniest part of the garden about April
1 or a little later, when the ground Is
warm. Plant potatoes ten inches apart
In these and cover them with two
Inches of soil, making the ground firm,,
above them.
Spinach, lettuce and radishes may
be sown every ten days for a succes
sion till July.
For a continuous supply of young
celery plants for the late summer, fall
and winter crops sow seed the first
week in April and every two weeks up
to June 15.
When the hotbed Is empty of its cab
bage, lettuce and other plants for ear
ly setting plant seed of cucumber in It,
keeping it covered while the weather is
still cold. With warmer atmosphere
gradually remove the sash and let the
cucumber vines spread over the bed.
In this way you can have an early and
bountiful crop of fresh cucumbers from
your own raising.
As cabbages will grow at quite a
low temperature, they - are naturally
one of the first plants to put out in
the early spring, and while for some
time the appearances may not seem to
show any leaf growth, nevertheless
they are forming roots, and as soon
as the sunshine begins to warm up the
air they will soon respond in a vigor
ous and healthy growth.
Get the poisons ready for the early
insects.
Beginning with the advent of spring
there are few places so interesting as
the hardy flower garden. Tbe annuals
have to be sown and tbe balf hardy
plants have to be planted before they
can be enjoyed.
If a gardener has not experimented
with his soil so as to know to what
fertilizing elements It' really needs he
must use a formula, and one carrying
about 3 to 3% per cent nitrogen, 5 to 6
per cent available phosphoric acid and
4 to 5 per cent potash will usually be
found as profitable as any.
So'w Prizetaker onions indoors, to be
transplanted to the garden in May.
If seeds are planted in dry soil or In
soil tbat Is less moist than the seeds the
drier soil will extract the moisture
from the seed and retard development.
The radish is one of the favorite ear
ly spring vegetables, and It is one of
easy cultivation. We naturally look
forward to this as the one very early,
if not the first, that we are to grow to
maturity, either in the frame or outside
ground.
For success with parsnips use fresh
seed, plant very early and quite thick
and thin out the seedlings to six to
seven Inches apart.

This week we inaugurate our Annual Opening of Children’s Suits and Top
Coats; cut and tailored with all the regard for smart fashion that’s given to garments
for little fellows and their big brothers. A wonderfully large selection of Russian
W
Sailor, Norfolk and Double Breasted Suits have been moderately priced for this SPECIAL
w
w EVENT THIS WEEK.
U;

u No- 1. (Ihildreu's Week Special Salts, 83.50. Two Pair Pants. We know yon have
w never seen a prettier lot of patterns in all Wool Cheviots than these five dollar, double breasted “ Dudley”
selling to-day at three fifty ; with belt, two pair of trousers, one plain, other knlckerbocker style.
u Suits,
litl-tle Russian Suits in blue serge and fancy gray, plaid cheviots, beautifully trimmed,
2 1-2 to 7 years. To-day $3.50.
’
w sizesCate
w

No. 8. Children’s Week Special Salts, 98.50. Beautiful collection of these popular price

*{ Russian Blouse Suits for boys, 2 1-2 to 6 years. Gun metal greys and blue tricot cloth, handsomely
trimmed with silk soutach. Pants are bloomer style. Doable Breasted Salts, all wool Scotch
« tweed, mixed cheviot suits tbat will stand hard service. Pants all reinforced seams. Prices to-day $2,50.

No. 3. Children’s Week Special Saits, 98.98. Handsomely trimmed Blouse Suite lu blue
serges aud fancy cheviots, eton and sailor collars, trimmed with silk soutach, anchor on sleeve. Bloomer
pants, full lined and taped seams. Boys’ aud Girls’ Top Coats. Three-quarter length Top Coats
for Boys and Girls. Tan covert cloth. Ensign on sleeve. Four dollar Coats at $2.98.
No. 4. Children’s Week Special Saits, 94,00. The newest silver grey, overplaid, worsted
two piece, double-breasted Suits for Boys, 7 to 16 years ; also two pair of pants suits in this lot. Hand
some styles. Five dollar values at $4.00. Blood Red Top Coats for Little Boys and Girls, 2>i to 7
years of age. White lined, silk chevron on sleeve. Brass button, $5 coat, to-day at $4.00.
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NEW AND G R E A T E R S T O R E ,
No Car Fare Paid.

P O T T S T O W N , P A .

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Just Like This !”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
1 -12 .

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA ,

W IL L

STOP T H A T

m
m
m

i

ALL KINDS o f PUMPS

J. H. BOLTON,
£

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

- FURNITURE SPRING

Our Corn Cure
Will remove that corn you are troubled with.

» CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, 1

HOUSEFURNISHING8.

The first thing to decide, Is :
“Where will I purchase ?’’
Before making your choice. It will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
prompt ly.
100 i

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

B FURNISHING B

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.

Undertaker > Embalmer

Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attentioi

Joh n L. B ech te l,

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
'P bows No. 18.

■ M R B B IK R OO

THE OLD STAND

m

Established •

NO

m atter

loUepville |atrery.

Choice Bread

Advertisement in

AND

C akes

S t o c k l i t S p r in g ; M o d .

We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

PATENTS
f Send model, sketch or photo of invention for i
?free report on patentability. For free book, (
Ì Patents and

TRADE-MARKS

W h a t Nodule« Do.

From tbe results of various experi
ments and observations at the Michi
gan experiment station It is. concluded

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T
AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER.

Remem

IN VARIETY,
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
-Weddings and Parties.
JO H N H . C U S T E R ,

ber, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at

Feedin g; S h eep a n d T h e ir L a m bs,

The common feed arrangement for
sheep permits the lambs to pass
through the slats and stand on the hay
the sheep are eating, soiling the feed
and making the
feeder a great
deal of trouble.
& fg '
The cut, from
Farm Jo u rn a l,
shows a very excellent arrange
ment, this being FOK SHEEP AND LAMB.
a cross section and readily understood.
The bottom of the sheep rack is tight,
and under this, through narrow slats
and openings in front, the lambs may
be fed in a small trough of their own.
They are thus out of the way of the
sheep and can be fed their own ration
apart from the sheep.

1875.

W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

When one wheel drops down into a
mudhole and sticks the team, don’t put
the third horse on ahead, advises Farm
Journal. Hook a chain around the axle
close to the sunken wheel and bring
It across the load to the other side of
the wagon. Hitch the third horse to
this chain and pull almost at right an
gles to the wagon in order to lift the
wheel upward and out of the hole.
Then start the other team and go
ahead.

IS COMING—THE TIME FOR

MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR

A FULL LINE of all grades of

Will whiten and clean the teeth and keep the gums in a
healthy condition.

Wagons Built to O rd e r
at Right Prices.

I
1
8

1
{

Where It is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.

COUGH.

*

Some of the Michigan farmers grow
Now ready for Spr’ng Painting
what they call “ succotash hay.” One
and Varnishing. Rubber Turing
of them says he sows a bushel of oats,
done in tbe shop. Hoisesboeing
a peck of spring wheat and a peck of
and General Repairing. Key tone ■&c
’Phone.
beardless barley to an acre. This mix
'Wi
R. H. GRATER,
ture is sowed about April 15 to 25, and
ll
disked In if on stubble ground. If on
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
cornstalks he cuts the stalks with a
stalk cutter and plows them under, so
that there will be no trasb on the
ground when he mows and rakes the
hay.
Dead Animals Removed
The crop Is cut Just after the oats
FREE OF CHARGE.
get out of the “bloom.” He mows It
with a common mower and leaves It to
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
“cure” in the same way hay is cured. for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
It Is then raked and stored away In my place, than anybody else.
I pay for stock when I get two bead or
the barn or in a great many cases is
stacked like meadow hay and keeps in more at the same time and place
®~Both 'phones—United, 629; Bell, 11-L.
excellent shape. This farmer claims
that as a horse or cattle feed succo G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
tash bay is unequaled.

i

COMPOUND COUGH SYRUP * The Collegeville Furniture Store

For F A It.?l i.& S to know is where to get the B E S T D H O P P I N G done and
where to get a full line of the B E S T F E K O , such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the E o w e s t C a s h P r i c e s .
You will find it at

ft

1
|

furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills 1
supplied and erected.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pub- (
lie respectfully solicited.

“ It’s Just Like This Y*

A V e r y Im p o r ta n t M a tte r

§

*«3#®3#o3*o3#«I am prepared to promptly furnish
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER
HEATERS and to do all kinds of repairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures.
Send for description of “ Charmer” and
“Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are
among the very best on the market,
and sure to give satisfaction.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

! There is as much difference between
¡genuine patience and sullen endurance
las between the smile of love and the
Imalicious gnashing of the teeth.—W. S.
iPlumer.

I am fully equipped at my New ! *
Location, Ridge Pike;' f.ne third
mile South of Perkl men Bridge,
to serve my old patrons an 1 in
vite new ones to give me a trial
All work guaranteed.
Carriages und Business U

Look Into Our Window.

“I t ’s J u s t L ik e This!”

Our Tooth Powder

B a la n c in g S ta b le M anure.

Stable manure is a low grade fer
tilizer, having a total of only twentyfive pounds of plant food in a'ton, di
vided as follows: Nitrogen, ten pounds;
potash, ten pounds; phosphoric acid,
five pounds. Stable manure has an
excess of nitrogen; therefore In order
that it may act to the best possible ad
vantage it should be balanced before it
Is applied to the soil'by the addition of
a proper quantity of potash and phos
phoric acid.—Bryan Tyson.

1

Opposite U. S. Patent Office <
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.

reasonable prices.

When in Norristown, Pa..
If you are not a subscriber, have your name added

60 Y E A R S ’
E X P E R IE N C E

Patents
I RADE MASKS

ilW P 1<
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
D esig ns
C o p y r ig h ts A c.

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency-for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

Ahandsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year ; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MBranch
UNNOffice.
&Co.36F,BSt.,
road
wa*-NewYork
Washington, D. C.

to the INDEPENDENT’S list of readers.

It gives all

the local news, much other good reading matter, and
independent editorial views on many questions of public

STOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
—— oOo----First-class Aesommodations for Man
and Beast.

interest.

Fifty-two copies for $1.00.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
w w w w wW wW wrW wW

